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Preface
Multi-agent systems are often understood as complex entities where a
multitude of agents interact, usually with some intended individual or collective
purpose. Such a view usually assumes some form of structure, or set of norms
or conventions that articulate or restrain interactions in order to make them
more effective in attaining those goals, more certain for participants, or more
predictable. The engineering of effective coordination or regulatory mechanisms
is a key problem for the design of open complex multi-agent systems.
In recent years, social and organizational aspects of agency have become
a major issue in MAS research. Recent applications of MAS on Web Services,
Grid Computing and Ubiquitous Computing enforce the need for using these
aspects in order to ensure social order within these environments. Openness,
heterogeneity, and scalability of MAS pose new demands on traditional MAS
interaction models. Therefore, the view of coordination and control has to be
expanded to consider not only an agent-centric perspective but societal and
organization-centric views as well.
The overall problem of analyzing the social, legal, economic and technological dimensions of agent organizations, and the co-evolution of agent interactions, provide theoretically demanding and interdisciplinary research questions
at different levels of abstraction. Consequently, this workshop provides a space
for the convergence of concerns and developments from MAS researchers that
have been involved with these issues from the complementary perspectives of
coordination, organizations, institutions and norms.
The COIN@AAMAS07 event is part of a workshop series that started
in 2005, and since then has been continued with two editions per year. In 2005,
ANIREM and OOOP workshops were held at AAMAS’05, while in 2006 the
two editions of COIN were held at AAMAS’06 and at ECAI’06. The second
COIN workshop in 2007 will be held at the ”Multi-Agent Logics, Languages,
and Organisations Federated Workshops” (MALLOW’007) in Durham.
Out of 15 submissions to the COIN@AAMAS07 workshop, 9 papers were
selected for inclusion in the workshop proceedings and presentation at the workshop, an acceptance rate of 60 %. Paper presentations are limited to 20 minutes,
plus 10 minutes for questions. The workshop programme also includes an invited
talk on ”Agents Organizations and Web Services” by Mike Huhns (University
of South Carolina) and Munindar Singh (North Carolina State University) and
a round table at the end of the day.
We would like to thank the COIN@AAMAS07 PC members and additional reviewers for their hard work, the authors for having submitted their
work, and the attendees for choosing COIN@AAMAS07 among the many other
interesting workshops at AAMAS07. We sincerely hope that you enjoy the presentations during the day, as well as the fruitful discussions about these exciting
research topics.
Jaime Sichman and Sascha Ossowski
COIN@AAMAS07 Organizers
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Role Model Based Mechanism For Norm
Emergence In Artificial Agent Societies
Bastin Tony Roy Savarimuthu, Stephen Cranefield, Maryam Purvis and Martin
Purvis
Department of Information Science, University of Otago, Dunedin, P O Box 56,
Dunedin, New Zealand
(tonyr,scranefield,tehrany,mpurvis)@infoscience.otago.ac.nz

Abstract. In this paper we propose a mechanism for norm emergence
based on role models. The mechanism uses the concept of normative
advice whereby the role models provide advice to the follower agents.
Our mechanism is built using two layers of networks, the social link
layer and the leadership layer. The social link network represents how
agents are connected to each other. The leadership network represents
the network that is formed based on the role played by each agent on
the social link network. The two kinds of roles are leaders and followers.
We present our findings on how norms emerge on the leadership network
when the topology of the social link network changes. The three kinds of
social link networks that we have experimented with are fully connected
networks, random networks and scale-free networks.
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Introduction

Norms are a widely observed mechanism for enforcing discipline and prescribing
uniform behaviour in human societies. Norms specify the way the members of
a society should behave and help societies to improve co-operation and collaboration among their members [1]. Some examples of norms in modern societies
include the exchange of gifts at Christmas, tipping in restaurants and dinner
table etiquette.
Norms have been so much a part of different cultures, it is not surprising
that it is an active area of research in a variety of fields including Sociology,
Economics, Biology and Computer Science. However, norms have been of interest
to multi-agent researchers only for a decade now. Norms are of interest to the
MAS researchers as software agents tend to deviate from these norms due to
their autonomy. So, the study of norms has become crucial to MAS researchers
as they can build robust multi-agent systems that comply to norms and also
systems that evolve and adapt norms dynamically.
Our objective in this paper is to propose a mechanism based on role models
for norm emergence using the concept of oblique norm transmission in artificial
agent societies. We will demonstrate that our mechanism results in norm emergence (100% norm convergence) by using it on top of three kinds of network
topologies.
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Background

Due to multi-disciplinary interest in norms, several definitions for norms exist.
Habermas [2], a renowned sociologist, identified norm regulated actions as one
of the four action patterns in human behaviour. A norm to him means fulfilling
a generalized expectation of behaviour, which is a widely accepted definition for
social norms.
Many social scientists have studied why norms are adhered to. Some of the
reasons for norm adherence include a) fear of authority or power b) rational
appeal of the norms c) emotions such as shame, guilt and embarrassment that
arise because of non-adherence and d) willingness to follow the crowd.
2.1

Normative multi-agent systems

Research on norms in multi-agent systems is fairly recent [3–5]. Norms in multiagent systems are treated as constraints on behaviour, goals to be achieved or as
obligations [6]. There are two main research branches in normative multi-agent
systems. The first branch focuses on normative system architectures [7], norm
representations [8], norm adherence and the associated punitive or incentive
measures [9, 10]. The second branch of research is related to emergence of norms.
2.2

Related work on emergence of norms

The second branch of research on norms focuses on two main issues. The first
issue is on norm propagation within a particular society. According to Boyd and
Richerson [11], there are three ways by which a social norm can be propagated
from one member of the society to another. They are a) Vertical transmission
(from parents to offspring) b) Oblique transmission (from a leader of a society
to the followers) and c) Horizontal transmission (from peer to peer interactions).
Norm propagation is achieved by spreading and internalization of norms [4,
12]. Boman and Verhagen [4, 12] have used the concept of normative advice
(advice from the leader of a society) as one of the mechanisms for spreading and
internalizing norms in an agent society. The concept of normative advice in their
context is based on an assumption that the norm has been accepted by the top
level enforcer, the Normative Advisor, and the norm does not change. But, this
context cannot be assumed for scenarios where norms are being formed (when
the norms undergo changes).
So, the second issue that has received less attention is the emergence of norms.
However, there is abundant literature in the area of sociology on why norms are
accepted in agent societies and how they might be passed on. Karl-Dieter Opp
[13] has proposed a theory of norm emergence from a sociology perspective.
Epstein [14] has proposed a model of emergence based on the argument that the
norms reduce individual computations.
The treatment of norms has been mostly in the context of an agent society
where the agents interact with all the other agents in the society [4, 12]. Few
researchers have considered the actual topologies of the social network for norm
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emergence [15]. We consider that social networks are of importance to the emergence of norms as they provide the topology and the infrastructure on which the
norms can be exchanged. We are inspired by previous works on the spreading of
ideas (opinion dynamics [16]) over different network topologies.
Social networks are important for norm emergence because in the real world,
people are not related to each other by chance. They are related to each other
through the social groups that they are in, such as the work group, church group,
ethnic group and the hobby group. Information tends to percolate among the
members of the group through interactions. Also, people seek advice from a close
group of friends and hence information gets transmitted between the members
of the social network. Therefore, it is important to test our mechanism for norm
emergence on top of social networks, a topic which is receiving attention among
multi-agent researchers recently [15].
2.3

Social network topologies

In this section we describe three network topologies that we have considered for
experimenting with norm emergence.
a) Fully connected network: In the fully connected network topology,
each agent in the society is connected to all the agents in a given society. Many
multi-agent researchers have done experiments with this topology. Most of their
experiments involve interactions with all the agents in the society [4, 12].
b) Random network : Erdös and Renyi have studied the properties of
random graphs and have demonstrated a mechanism for generating random networks [17]. An undirected graph G(n,p) has n vertices in which the edges are
connected to each other with a probability p. It should be noted that the random
network becomes fully connected network when p=1.
c) Scale-free network: Nodes in a scale-free network are not connected
to each other randomly. Scale-free networks have a few well connected nodes
called hubs and a large number of nodes connected only to a few nodes. This
kind of network is called scale-free because the ratio of well connected nodes to
the number of nodes in the rest of the network remains constant as the network
changes in size. Figure 1 is an example of an Albert-Barabasi scale-free network
where the size of the network is 50.
Albert and Barabasi [18] have demonstrated a mechanism for generating a
scale-free topology based on their observations of large real-world networks such
as the Internet, social networks and protein-protein interaction networks [19].
They have proposed a mechanism for generating scale-free networks based on
the preferential attachment of nodes. At a given time step, the probability (p)
of creating an edge between an existing vertex (v) and the newly added vertex
is given by the following formula:
p = (degree(v)) / (|E| + |V|)
where (|E| and |V| respectively are the number of edges and vertices currently
in the network (counting neither the new vertex nor the other edges that are
being attached to it).
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Fig. 1: An Albert-Barabasi scale-free network with 50 nodes
One may observe that the network shown in Figure 1 has a few well connected nodes, which are called hubs, e.g. vertices V7, and V1. A large number
of nodes are connected to very few nodes. Scale-free networks exhibit a power
law behaviour [18] where the probability of the existence of a node with k links
(P(k)) is directly proportional to k −α for some α.
Some characteristics of networks : Researchers have studied several characteristics of networks such as diameter (D), average path length (APL), degree
distribution (k), clustering coefficient (C) etc. For our experiments we have used
three of these characteristics whose definitions are given below.
– Degree distribution (k) : The degree of a node in an undirected graph is the
number of incoming and outgoing links connected to particular node.
– Average Path Length (APL) : The average path length between two nodes
is the average length of all possible paths between two nodes.
– Diameter (D) : The diameter of a graph is the longest path between any two
nodes.

3

Role Model Agent Mechanism

In this section we describe a mechanism that facilitates norm emergence in an
agent society. We have experimented with agents that play the Ultimatum game.
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The context of interaction between the agents is the knowledge of the rules of
the game. This game has been chosen because it is claimed to be sociologists’
counter argument1 to the economists’ view on rationality [21]. In this context,
when agents interact with each other, their individual norms might change. Their
norms may tend to emerge in such a way that it might be beneficial to the
societies involved.
3.1

The Ultimatum game

The Ultimatum game [22] is an experimental economics game in which two
parties interact anonymously with each other. The game is played for a fixed
sum of money (say x dollars). The first player proposes how to share the money
with the second player. Say, the first player proposes y dollars to the second
player. If the second player rejects this division, neither gets anything. If the
second accepts, the first gets x-y dollars and the second gets y dollars.
3.2

Description of the multi-agent environment

An agent society is made up of a fixed number of agents. They are connected to
each other using one of the social network topologies (fully connected, random
or scale-free).
Norms in the agent society - Each agent in a society has an internal norm.
Each agent also has a norm to represent its maximum and minimum proposal
and acceptance values when playing the ultimatum game. This norm is called
as the personal norm (P norm). A sample P norm for an agent is given below
where min and max are the minimum and maximum values when the game is
played for a sum of 100 dollars.
– Proposal norm (min=1, max=30)
– Acceptance norm (min=1, max=100)
The representations given above indicate that the proposal norm of an agent
ranges from 1 to 30 and the acceptance norm of the agent ranges from 1 to 100.
The proposal norm initialized using a uniform distribution within a range of
1 to 100, is internal to the agent. It is not known to any other agent. The agents
in a society are initialized with an acceptance norm that indicates that any
agent which proposes within the range specified by the norm will be accepted.
1

Sociologists consider that the norms are always used for the overall benefit of the
society. Economists on the other hand state that the norms exist because they cater
for the self-interest of every member of the society and each member is thought to
be rational [20]. When Ultimatum game was played in different societies, researchers
have observed that the norm of fairness evolved. As the players in this game choose
fairness over self-interest, Sociologists’ argue that, this game is the counter argument
to economists’ view on rationality.
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The agents are only aware of their acceptance norms and are not aware of the
acceptance norms of the other agents. In order to observe how proposal norms
emerge, we assign a fixed value for acceptance norm to all the agents in the
society. The acceptance norm of a society is given below.
– Acceptance norm (min=45, max = 55)
3.3

The norm emergence mechanism

The role models are agents who the societal members may wish to follow. The
inspiration is derived from human society where one might want to use successful
people as a guide. Any agent in the society can become a role model agent if
some other agent asks for its advice. The role model agent represents a role
model or an advisor who provides normative advise to those who ask for help.
In our mechanism, each agent will have atmost one leader.
An agent will choose its role model depending upon the performance of its
neighbours. We assume that agents that are connected know each other’s performances. This is based on the assumption that people who are successful in
the neighbourhood are easily recognizable. We argue that their success can be
attributed to their norms.
Autonomy is an important concept associated with accepting or rejecting
request to become a leader. When an agent is created, it has an autonomy value
between 0 and 1. Depending upon the autonomy value, an agent can either accept
or reject a request from another agent. Once rejected, an agent will contact the
next best performing agent amongst its neighbours. Autonomy of an agent is
also related to accepting or rejecting the advice provided by the leader agent.
Assume that agent A and B are acquaintances (are connected to each other
in a network). If agent A’s successful proposal average is 60% and agent B’s
successful proposal average is 80%, then agent A will send a request to agent B
asking for its advice. If agent B accepts this request, B becomes the role model
of agent A and sends its P norm to agent A. The agent is autonomous to choose
or ignore the advice depending upon its autonomy. When agent A decides to
follow the advice provided it modifies its P norm based on the advice received
from its role model agent.
Figure 2 depicts the two layers of networks that are used in our mechanism.
The circles represent agents. The solid lines represent the social link network
also known as an acquaintance network.
In our mechanism, an agent plays a fixed number of Ultimatum games with
each of its neighbours (agents that are linked to it). In total, highly connected
agents play more games than the poorly connected agents. Highly connected
agents benefit from playing more games because they retain their competitive
advantage of obtaining a wide range of information or norms from the agents that
they are connected to while the poorly connected agents rely on the information
from one or two agents that they are connected to. A highly connected agent
is more likely to know about the best norm earlier than the poorly connected
agent.
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Fig. 2: Two layers of networks used in role model agent mechanism
After one iteration, every agent looks for the best performing player in its
neighbourhood. After finding the best performing player, the agent sends a request to the player requesting the agent to be its role model or leader. If the
requested agent decides to become the role model, it sends its P norm (normative advice) to the requester (follower agent). The follower agent modifies its
norm by moving closer to the role model agent’s norm. The dotted line with an
arrow (directed line) represents the leadership network that emerges at the end
of interactions. In Figure 2, A1 is the leader of A2,A3,A4 and A5. Arrows from
these four agents point to A1. This new kind of network that emerges on top of
the acquaintance network is called a leadership network.

4

Experiments and results

In this section we present the experiments that we undertook to demonstrate
that our mechanism leads to complete norm emergence when tested on top of
different kinds of network topologies.
4.1

Norm emergence on top of random and scale-free networks

The role model agent based mechanism norm propagation was evaluated using
Erdös-Renyi (ER) random network and Albert-Barabasi (AB) scale-free network.
At first we studied the effects of changing the average degree of connectivity
(<k>) on norm emergence, while maintaining a constant population size (N).
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Fig. 3: Norm convergence in ER networks when average degree of connectivity
is varied

We varied the degree of connectivity for the ER and AB networks with N=200
. It can be observed from Figure 3 that as <k> increased the rate of convergence increased in ER networks. When <k> is 10, 100% norm emergence was
observed in the 6th iteration while it only took 3 iterations for convergence when
the value of <k> is 200. Note that when <k> equals N, the network is fully
connected, hence the convergence is faster. Similar results were also observed for
AB networks (not shown here).
The comparison of ER and AB networks for the same values of N and <k>
is shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that there is no significant difference
in the rate of convergence in ER and AB networks. Our experimental results
on norm convergence are in agreement with the statistical analysis carried out
by Albert and Barabasi on the two kinds of networks [23]. They have observed
that the diameter (D) and average path lengths (APL) of both the networks are
similar for fixed values of N and <k>. The diameters of ER and AB networks,
when N and <k> are fixed are directly proportional to log(N). As the diameters
of both the networks are the same, the rate of norm convergence are similar.
The parameters D and APL of these networks decrease when the average
connectivity of the network increases. When the average connectivity increases,
it is easier for an agent to find a leader agent whose performance scores are high.
If the average connectivity is low, it would take an agent a few iterations before
its leader obtains the norm from a better performing agent. This explains why
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Fig. 4: Comparison of norm convergence in random vs scale-free networks

norm convergence is slower when average connectivity <k> decreases (shown in
Figure 3).
Even though the norm emergence properties of both kinds of networks are
comparable, it can be argued that the scale-free network is better suited to
model norm propagation because in the real world, people are related to each
other through the social groups that they are in, such as the work group and
church group. Information percolates among the members of the group through
interactions. Also, people seek advice from a close group of friends and hence information gets transmitted across social network. Other researchers have demonstrated that scale-free networks are well suited to explain mechanisms of disease
propagation and dissemination of ideas [19]. Scale-free networks are more robust
than random networks when random nodes start to fail and this phenomenon
has been observed in real world networks [24].
Recently [25], it has also been observed that the diameter and average path
lengths of an AB network depends upon the value of m. m is a constant that
indicates the number of nodes to which a new node entering the network should
be connected to, using the preferential attachment scheme. When m=1, D and
APL are directly proportional to log(N) and for m>1, D is directly proportional
to log(N)/log(log(N)). In this light, Albert and Barabasi have suggested that
the scale-free networks should be more efficient in bringing nodes closer to each
other which will be suitable for propagation of ideas and norms.
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Fig. 5: Power law behaviour of the leadership network

4.2

Power law behaviour of the leadership network

We have also observed that the leadership network that emerges on top of the AB
network follows power law behaviour. It is interesting to note that the leadership
network that emerges on top of ER network follows power law behaviour when
the average degree of connectivity is small. For smaller probabilities (p=.05,
.1) we have observed that there are fewer leader agents with large number of
followers and a large number of leaders with a few followers. Figure 5 shows the
log-log plot of leaders with k followers in the x-axis and the number of leaders
with k followers (N(k)) divided by the number of leaders with exactly one follower
(N1) in the y-axis. The trendline shows the approximate power law behaviour
of the leadership network. The slope of the power law curve was found to be 1.6. Our results are in agreement with that of Anghel et al. [26] who studied the
emergence of scale-free leadership structures using minority game. In their work,
an agent sends its game strategy to all the agents in its neighbourhood. There
is no explicit notion of leadership as each agent maintains an internal model of
who its leader is. In our work, each agent chooses its leader explicitly and the
leader sends the norms only to its followers. Also, the agents in our model have
the notion of autonomy which is more representative of a realistic society.
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5

Discussion

Our work is different (see Section 2.3) from other researchers in this area as we
use the concepts of oblique transmission in the mechanism we have proposed.
Verhagen’s thesis [12] focuses on the spreading and internalizing of norms. This
assumes that a norm is agreed or chosen by a top level entity (say, a Normative
Advisor) and this group norm (G norm) does not change. The G norm is spread
to the agents through the normative advice using a top-down approach. Our work
differs from this work as we employ a bottom-up approach. In our approach the P
norm evolves continuously. In his work, the P norm changes to accommodate the
predetermined group norm. Another important distinction is the consideration
of network topologies in our work.
The experiments described in this paper are our initial efforts in the area of
norm emergence. The experiments are limited to a single agent society. We are
interested in experimenting with scenarios that involve two or more inter-linked
societies. In the real world, we attach more weight to a particular person’s advice
than others. Similarly, the weights of the edges (links) should be considered when
the agent makes a decision on who to choose as a role model agent. We plan
to incorporate this idea in our future experiments. Also, addition or deletion of
links to a given topology have not been considered in the current mechanism.
This is analogous to people relocating and forming new links. We have planned
to experiment with our mechanism on top of dynamically changing networks.
We also intend to demonstrate that our mechanism is scalable.
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Conclusions

We have explained our mechanism for norm emergence in artificial agent societies
that is based on the concept of role models. We have demonstrated the use of
oblique norm transmission for norm emergence. Our mechanism was tested on
top of three network topologies. We have shown through our experimental results
that complete norm emergence can be achieved using our proposed mechanism.
We have compared our work with the researchers in this area and also discussed
the future work.
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Abstract. Research in the area of Multi-Agent System (MAS) organization has shown that the ability for a MAS to adapt its organizational
structure can be beneficial when coping with dynamics and uncertainty
in the MASs environment. Different types of reorganization exist, such
as changing relations and interaction patterns between agents, changing
agent roles and changing the coordination style in the MAS. In this paper we propose a framework for agent Coordination and Reorganization
(AgentCoRe) that incorporates each of these aspects of reorganization.
We describe both declarative and procedural knowledge an agent uses
to decompose and assign tasks, and to reorganize. The RoboCupRescue simulation environment is used to demonstrate how AgentCoRe is
used to build a MAS that is capable of reorganizing itself by changing
relations, interaction patterns and agent roles.

1

Introduction

The quality of organizational design of a MAS has a large influence on its performance. However, this is not the only factor that determines MAS performance.
It is the combination of the organizational design together with the nature of
the task performed by the MAS and the characteristics of the environment in
which the MAS is embedded that determines the performance of a MAS [1]. A
MAS that operates in a dynamic environment can mitigate or reduce negative
effects of dynamics in this environment by changing its organization [2].
In this paper we present the architecture of a framework that enables agents
in a MAS to coordinate and reorganize. The goal of such an architecture is not
to improve existing work on coordination by providing more efficient task/goal
decomposition or task allocation, but rather to integrate several different aspects
of reorganization into a single framework. To ensure a generic design, we describe
our framework at the knowledge level [3], by providing the knowledge items and
inferences an agent requires to coordinate and reorganize.
The organizational design of a MAS involves many aspects such as authority relations between agents, interaction patterns, agent roles and coordination
?
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style. Research by Mintzberg has shown that the structure of human organizations and the coordination mechanisms used by its managers are closely related
[4]. This, and other notions from the field of organizational design have already
been applied in the area of MAS design [5, 6]. Since organization design and coordination are so closely related we believe that a framework for agent coordination
should also provide the ability to reorganize.
Before we describe the AgentCoRe framework we discuss theory and related
work on MAS reorganization. After a description of AgentCoRe, we will show
how AgentCoRe is used to design and implement a MAS in the RoboCupRescue
simulator [7]. We end with discussion, conclusions and directions for future work.

2

Theory and Related Work

In this paper we use definitions based on [8] and [5]. A task is defined as an
activity performed by one or more agents to achieve a certain effect or goal in
the environment. A task can be decomposed into subtasks and, in the case a task
cannot be decomposed any further, it is called a primitive task. We define a role
as a set of tasks that an agent is committed to perform when it is enacting that
role. Capabilities are defined as a set of roles the agent is capable of enacting.
We define a MAS organization as a group of distributed agents, pursuing
a common goal. The design of a MAS organization consists of relationships
and interactions between the agents [9], agent roles [5] and coordination style
[10]. Thus we define reorganization of a MAS as changing one or more of these
organizational aspects. We assume that reorganization is triggered by the agents
of the MAS, and not by a system designer or “human in the loop” as in [11].
A generic definition of coordination is given by [12] who define coordination as
managing dependencies between activities. Research in the area of coordination
in MAS has resulted in frameworks such as GPGP/TÆMS [13] and COM-MTDP
[14] and both have been used in research on reorganization.
Nair et al. [15] extend [14] and change the composition of teams of agents
to perform a rescue task in a highly dynamic environment where tasks can
(de)escalate in size and new tasks are formed. Horling and Lesser change the
relations and interaction patterns between agents in TÆMS structures but do
not allow for role changes [16]. Their work is recently being extended by Kamboj
and Decker [17] who use agent cloning [18] to allow for role changes in the
organization. Barber and Martin present dynamic adaptation of coordination
mechanisms as a mechanism for dealing with a dynamic environment [19].
The approaches described above all involve different aspects of reorganization; changing relations and interactions, changing agent roles and changing
coordination style. In the next section we present the AgentCoRe framework
which gives a knowledge level description of a framework for coordination and
reorganization. We extend existing work by incorporating all aspects of reorganization described above into a single framework. By giving a knowledge level
description, we refrain from computational details and focus on the required
knowledge and reasoning for combined coordination and reorganization.
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3

The AgentCoRe Framework

sense
world models
strategy rules
strategy library
select strategies
global task
task structure

create/update
task structure

decomposition
strategy

assign subtasks

assignment
strategy

updated task structure
organization structure
assignment structure
reorganize

reorganization
strategy

updated assignment
structure
communicate

act

Fig. 1. AgentCoRe.

A global overview of the AgentCoRe framework is shown in figure 1. Oval
shapes are sub-processes of the coordination process, rectangles depict declarative knowledge and rounded rectangles depict procedural knowledge. In a single
iteration, an agent selects a coordination strategy, decomposes tasks, allocates
tasks, reorganizes and communicates.
Strategy selection is based on the current state of the environment and strategy rules which prescribe the use of a coordination strategy in a certain situation. We see a coordination strategy as a combination of a task-decomposition
strategy, an assignment strategy and a reorganization strategy. Each of these
strategies are used as input for the sub-processes in the coordination process.
Strategy selection is an important aspect of our approach because it enables an
agent to use different coordination strategies during its lifetime.
The next step in the coordination process is to create and update the task
structure. Based on sensory input – which can be observations by the agent and
messages from other agents – the agent will decompose the global task into subtasks. The structure of decomposed tasks is called a task structure which is a
simplified version of the goal trees in the TÆMS framework [13]. The decomposition strategy describes how the global task decomposes into subtasks.
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Relations and interaction patterns between agents and agent roles in the MAS
are described in the organization structure. In the task assignment sub-process,
subtasks of the task structure are connected to the agents in the organization
structure. The task structure combined with the organization structure by means
of assignments is called the assignment structure. Which agents are assigned to
which tasks is determined by the assignment strategy that is used.
When assignment is completed, the agent can reorganize the assignment
structure (which contains the task structure as well as the organization structure). A reorganization strategy describes when and how reorganization takes
place. Based on the final assignment structure the agent communicates changes
in the organization and task structure to the agents affected by these changes.
3.1

Declarative ingredients

task
taskId : num
subtasks : [Task]
goal : world−state
priority : num

assignment
taskId : num
agentId : num
created : timestamp
report−frequency : num
report−content : String

agent
agentId : num
roles : [[Task]]
capabilities : [[Task]]
knows−agents : [agentId]
boss : agentId
subordinates : [agentId]
communicates−with : [agentId]

Fig. 2. Basic AgentCoRe declarative concepts.

The basic declarative components of the framework (see figure 2) are task,
agent and assignment. A task has a set of subtasks and a description of the
goal that is to be achieved by performing the task. Furthermore each task has a
priority. Using the task concept, task structures can be created that show how
tasks are decomposed into subtasks.
An agent has a set of roles the agent is currently enacting (in section 2
a role is defined as a set of tasks) and a set of capabilities which is the set
of all roles the agent is capable of enacting. Furthermore, agent has relations
with other agents. These relations describe which other agents the agent knows,
communicates with, is boss of and which agent is its boss. Using the agent
concept an organization structure can be created where agents have relations
with each other, have roles and capabilities.
An assignment is a reified relation between task and agent. It has a timestamp that indicates when the assignment is created, a report frequency that
defines when status reports on the progress of the task should be sent, and a
specification of the content of the reports. The assignment concept connects
task structures and organization structures to form assignment structures.
The decomposition, assignment and reorganization strategies are mostly domain specific procedural descriptions of how a specific task should be decomposed or what types of roles should be assigned when reorganizing. Examples of
these strategies are given in section 4 of this paper.
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3.2

Subprocess description

A knowledge level description of the internal structure of the subprocesses shown
in figure 1 is given by using the CommonKADS notation of inference structures
[20]. Rectangles depict dynamic information, ovals represent elementary reasoning processes and arrows indicate input-output dependencies. Two thick horizontal lines depict static information used as input for the reasoning processes.
For clarity purposes we depict the starting point of the inference structure by a
thick squared rectangle.

select

strategy

world model

strategy library

select
parameters

parameters

strategy rules

select
parameters

parameters

current strategy

replace

compare

optimal
strategy

Fig. 3. Strategy selection inference structure.

Figure 3 shows the inference structure of strategy selection in which the current coordination strategy is compared to other available strategies in the strategy library. To obtain the most optimal strategy, parameters are used which
represent selection criteria of a coordination strategy (e.g. “required time”, “required resources” or “required capabilities”). Strategy rules define in which situation a coordination strategy is optimal by indicating which parameters should
be used to compare the strategies. Examples of strategy rules are; “always use
the cheapest strategy” and “use the cheapest strategy but when lives are at
stake, use the fastest strategy”. In the first case, the parameter that indicates
cost will be selected. In the second case, the parameters for cost and required
time will be selected. The value of a parameter is determined by the current
state of the world.
Figure 4 shows the inference structure for task decomposition. First, one of
the tasks is selected from the task structure and based on the current model
of the world, it is determined whether the task is still valid; is the goal still a
valid goal or has a report been received that the task is finished. In the case the
task is not valid, the task structure is updated immediately. Otherwise, the task
is decomposed as prescribed by the decomposition strategy. The task and the
generated subtasks are then used to update the task structure. This continues
until each task in the task structure has been validated and decomposed.
In figure 5 the task assignment inference structure (based on the assignment
inference structure in [20]) is shown. The assignment strategy determines se-
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world model

task structure

select

task

status = done

validate

task status
status = not−done

update

subtasks

decompose

decomposition
strategy

Fig. 4. Task decomposition inference structure.

lection of a set of tasks and a set of agents based on the current assignment
structure. Grouping of tasks and agents can be used if multiple agents are assigned to a single task, or one agent is assigned to a group of tasks, or a group of
agents is assigned to a group of tasks. If and how grouping is done, depends on
the assignment strategy. If no grouping takes place the assign inference will use
the task and agent sets that have been selected. The assign inference couples the
sets or groups of tasks to the agents which results in a set of new assignments.
This continues until all agents are assigned or no tasks are left to perform.

select
agentset

group

agent set

assignment
structure

agent group

assignment
strategy

assign

select
taskset

task group

task set

group

assignment set

update

Fig. 5. Task assignment inference structure.

In the reorganize inference structure in figure 6, a reorganization strategy
gives a set of available triggers. Triggers are rules that initiate change in organization. Some examples of triggers are detecting an unbalanced workload
over the agents, sudden changes in priority of one of the unassigned subtasks
while all available agents are already allocated to other tasks, or an event in
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the environment that requires two teams to work together. Triggers are tested
on the assignment structure and if they fire, a set of matching change rules is
selected and applied to the assignment structure. Possible change rules are to
assign agents to different roles and creating and/or removing relations between
agents, but also taking an agent away from the task it is currently performing
and assigning it to a task with a higher priority. Applying change rules results in
a partial new assignment structure which is used to update the current assignment structure. Trigger selection continues until all triggers have been tested on
the assignment structure.

select
trigger

trigger

reorganization
strategy
select
change rules

change rules

test

world model

trigger status

assignment
structure

apply

partial assignment
structure

update

Fig. 6. Reorganize inference structure.

4

A MAS implementation using AgentCoRe

To demonstrate how AgentCoRe is used, the RoboCupRescue simulator [7] is
used. In RoboCupRescue, agents are deployed that jointly perform a rescue
operation. When the simulation starts, buildings collapse, civilians get injured
and buried under the debris, buildings catch fire and fires spread to neighboring
buildings. Debris of the collapsed buildings falls on the roads causing roads to
be blocked. For this rescue operation, three main tasks can be distinguished and
for each of these tasks a type of agent with appropriate capabilities is available.
Fires are extinguished by fire brigade teams, blocked roads are cleared by police
agents and injured civilians are rescued by ambulance teams.
For the purpose of demonstrating the use of AgentCoRe, we focus on the
task of rescuing injured civilians. Thus we have build a MAS that consists of
ambulance teams. The tasks for this MAS are the following:
– SearchAndRescueAll is the main task of searching the complete map and
rescuing all injured civilians. This task has no additional attributes.
– SearchAndRescueSector, is the same task as the main task but is restricted
to a single sector on the map (the map is divided into 9 sectors). The additional attribute for this task is a sectorId.
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– SearchBlock is the task of searching all houses in a block for injured civilians.
Blocks are small groups of houses of which there are 361 on the map. The
additional attribute for this task a blockId.
– RescueCivilian is the task of rescuing a civilian. The additional attributes
for this task are a civilianId and a civilianLocation.
– CoordinateWork is the task of coordinating (by means of the AgentCoRe
framework) another task. The additional attributes for this task is a taskId
of the task that is to be coordinated.
Based on the tasks described above, we have defined the following roles in the
MAS organization:
– AmbulanceRole: [SearchAndRescueSector, SearchBlock, RescueCivilian]
– GlobalManagerRole: [CoordinateWork]
– LocalManagerRole: [CoordinateWork, SearchAndRescueSector]

AmbulanceManager
agentId : a01
subordinates : [a02,a03, ... a10]
boss : −
role : GlobalManagerRole
capabilities : [GlobalManagerRole]

Ambulance

Ambulance

agentId : a02
subordinates : [ ]
boss : a01
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

agentId : a03
subordinates : [ ]
boss : a01
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

Ambulance

... ... ... ... ... ...

agentId : a10
subordinates : [ ]
boss : a01
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

Fig. 7. Ambulance organization, initial structure

Based on these roles and tasks we have implemented an organization (see
figure 7) that is controlled by an AmbulanceManager with a GlobalManagerRole
who coordinates work on the SearchAndRescueAll task. The AmbulanceManager
has 9 Ambulance agents at its disposal who are all capable of performing the
AmbulanceRole and the LocalManagerRole. Intially all Ambulance agents will
perform the AmbulanceRole. Because the communicates-with and knows-agent
relations overlap with the authority relations only the authority relations are
shown in figures 7 and 9. Authority relations also indicate how tasks are assigned
and thus, the AmbulanceManager will assign tasks to its direct subordinates and
it will receive status reports about the progress of these tasks on a regular basis.
An Ambulance agent only performs the LocalManagerRole when ordered by its
direct superior. An agent with the LocalManagerRole is able to assign tasks and
order role changes to its direct subordinates.
4.1

Strategies

To be able to illustrate the use of different coordination strategies, we have implemented two task decomposition strategies. The first, named decomposition into
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SearchAndRescueAll
taskId: 01
subtasks: [02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,10]
goal: search−and−rescue−all
priority: 1

SearchAndRescueInSector

SearchAndRescueInSector

taskId: 02
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−and−rescue−sector
priority: 1
sectorId: s01

taskId: 03
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−and−rescue−sector
priority: 1
sectorId: s02

SearchAndRescueInSector

... ... ... ... ... ...

taskId: 10
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−and−rescue−sector
priority: 1
sectorId: s09

(a) decomposition into skills.

SearchAndRescueAll
taskId: 01
subtasks: [02,03,362,263]
goal: search−and−rescue−all
priority: 1

SearchBlock

SearchBlock

taskId: 002
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−block
priority: 2
blockId: b001

taskId: 003
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−block
priority: 2
blockId: b002

SearchBlock
... ... ... ... ...

taskId: 362
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−block
priority: 2
blockId: b361

RescueCivilian
taskId: 363
subtasks: [ ]
goal: rescue−civilian
priority: 3
civilianId: c01
civilianPosition: bld−2453

(b) decomposition into primitive tasks
Fig. 8. The result of different task decomposition strategies.

skills1 , decomposes the SearchAndRescueAll into 9 SearchAndRescueSector
tasks which results in a task structure as in figure 8(a). The second strategy,
named decomposition into primitive tasks, decomposes the SearchAndRescueAll
into SearchBlock tasks for each housing block on the map. If any civilians are
reported to be found during one of those SearchBlock tasks, a RescueCivilian
task is generated which results in a task-structure as in figure 8(b). The priority
of RescueCivilian tasks is based on a civilian’s health status. As long as the
injury of the civilian is not critical, the priority of the RescueCivilian task is
lower than the SearchBlock tasks. As a civilian becomes more injured, the priority of the RescueCivilian task becomes larger than the SearchBlock tasks.
By adjusting the priority of RescueCivlian tasks, the agents search the map as
fast as possible but prevent civilians from dying.
For the assignment process we have implemented a strategy that selects tasks
from the assignment structure that have not yet been assigned to an agent. From
that subset the tasks with the highest priority are selected. The strategy also
1

The name of this decomposition strategy is based on “coordination by standardization of skills” described by Mintzberg [4]. Coordination by standardization of
skills can be characterized by assignment of large and complex tasks to the operator
agents.
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selects the agents from the assignment structure that are not assigned to a task.
The strategy does not include grouping of agents or tasks.

AmbulanceManager
agentId : a01
subordinates : [a03, ... a10]
boss : −
role : GlobalManagerRole
capabilities : [GlobalManagerRole]

Ambulance
agentId : a03
subordinates : [a02]
boss : a01
role : LocalManagerRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

Ambulance
... ... ... ... ... ...

agentId : a10
subordinates : [ ]
boss : a01
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

Ambulance
agentId : a02
subordinates : [ ]
boss : a03
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,
LocalManagerRole]

Fig. 9. Ambulance organization, after reorganization

A reorganization strategy has been implemented with one trigger and a set
of change rules that are used when the trigger fires. The trigger fires if two
conditions both hold; (1) there is at least one agent that has not been assigned
to a task and (2) there is at least one task that is still being executed. The change
rules specify that the Ambulance agent that is already working on that task has
to switch from the AmbulanceRole to the LocalManagerRole (role change) and
that the other agent will become a subordinate agent of the agent with the
LocalManagerRole (structural change). The rationale behind this is that the
first agent assigned to a task has acquired the most information on that task
and is therefore most suited to coordinate work on this task when other agents
are assigned to the same task.

5

Discussion and Conclusions

In the previous section we have described an implementation of a MAS in the
RoboCupRescue environment using the AgentCoRe framework. By using a reorganization strategy, the MAS is capable of adapting agent relations and agent
roles. Although AgentCoRe allows for switching between coordination mechanisms, the implemented MAS is not capable of changing its coordination style.
However, a previous study in [21] has demonstrated the possibility of implementing different coordination mechanisms in an ambulance organization in the
RoboCupRescue environment. The coordination mechanisms described in [21]
have been composed out of the strategies as described in the previous section.
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The design of the AgentCoRe framework enables an agent to use strategies for task-decomposition, task-allocation and reorganization. By using these
strategies as input in the inference structures we have been able to distinguish
domain dependent strategies from the domain independent reasoning for task decomposition, task assignment and reorganization. By providing the agent with
these strategies, the agent will be able to cope with dynamics in the environment
[21]. However, it may be the case that the environment or the nature of its task
changes in such a way that these strategies – that are designed to enable the
agent to cope with these dynamics – are not effective anymore. In this case the
agent has the possibility to change its coordination strategy by selecting different strategies for task decompostion, task assignment and reorganization, that
are better suited to cope with the current situation.

6

Future Work

As mentioned, the current MAS implementation does not have the capability
of adjusting its coordination strategy. We have already shown that AgentCoRe
can be used to implement multiple coordination strategies and in future work
we will implement strategy rules that allow the agent in a MAS to change its
coordination strategy. Future work will also focus on other domains that are
more dynamic in nature. Furthermore we will study the applicability of the
AgentCoRe framework in these domains to get a better understanding for which
types of problem domains AgentCoRe is suited or not.
As also recognized by Dignum et al. [22], different reasons for reorganization exist. Our future research will continue to focus on the questions of when a
MAS should reorganize and if such a situation occurs, how the MAS should reorganize. The first question involves identifying appropriate triggers for strategy
selection and reorganization. The second question involves the identification of
appropriate change-operators on a MAS organization and determine how these
change-operators should be used by the agents in a MAS to achieve a more
optimal organization structure.
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Abstract. Governance copes with the heterogeneity, autonomy and diversity of
interests among different agents in multi-agent systems (MAS) by establishing
norms. Although norms can be used to regulate dialogical and non-dialogical
actions, the majority of governance systems only governs the interaction
between agents. Some mechanisms that intend to regulate other agent actions
concentrate on messages that are public to the governance system and on
actions that are visible by it. But in open MAS with heterogeneous and
independently designed agents, there will be private messages that can only be
perceived by senders and receivers and execution of actions that can only be
noticed by the agents that are executing them or by a group of agents that
suffers from their consequences. This paper presents a governance mechanism
based on testimonies provided by agents that witness facts that are violating
norms. The mechanism points out if agents really violated norms.
Keywords: Open multi-agent system, governance, norms and testimonies.

1 Introduction
Open multi-agent systems are societies in which autonomous, heterogeneous and
independently designed entities can work towards similar or different ends [9]. In
order to cope with the heterogeneity, autonomy and diversity of interests among the
different members, governance (or law enforcement) systems have been defined.
Governance systems enforce the behavior of agents by establishing a set of norms that
describe actions that agents are prohibited, permitted or obligated to do [3,12]. Such
systems assume that norms can sometimes be violated by agents and that the internal
state of the agents is neither observable nor controllable.
Different enforcement systems have been proposed in the literature. The majority,
such as [10,6], focuses on regulating the interaction between agents. They usually
provide governors [6] or law-governed interaction [10] mechanisms that mediate the
interaction between agents in order to regulate agent messages and make them
comply with the set of norms. Every message that an agent wants to send is analyzed
by the mechanism. If the message violates an application norm, the message is not
sent to the receiver. The main disadvantages of such approaches are (i) they influence
*
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the agents' privacy since those mechanisms interfere in every interaction between
agents and (ii) they do not govern non-dialogical actions since they only concern
about the compliance of messages with the system norm [13]. Non-dialogical actions
are related to tasks executed by agents that characterize, for instance, the access to
resources, their commitment to play roles or their movement in environments and
organizations.
Other approaches provide support for the enforcement of norms that regulate not
only the interactions between agents but also the access to resources [4] and the
execution of agent’s actions [13]. TuCSoN [4] provides a coordination mechanism to
manage the interaction between agents and also an access control mechanism to
handle communication events, in other words, to control the access to resources. In
TuCSoN agents interact through a multiplicity of independent coordination media,
called tuple centres. The access control mechanism controls agent access to resources
by making the tuple centres visible or invisible to them. Although in TuCSoN norms
can be described to govern the access to resources, the governance is restricted and
only applied to resources that are inserted in tuple centre environments.
In [13] the authors claim that the governance system enforces the observable
behavior of agents in terms of public messages and visible actions. They introduce a
classification of norms and, according to such classification, they provide some
implementation guidelines to enforce them. The main drawback of this approach is
that it does not provide support for the enforcement of messages and actions that are
not directly accessed by the governance system. Such an approach assumes that the
governance system can enforce every norm since it can access all messages and
actions regulated by a norm. But in open MAS with heterogeneous and independently
designed agents, there will be private messages that can only be perceived by senders
and receivers and execution of actions that can only be noticed by the agents that are
executing them or by a group of agents that suffers from their consequences [1].
In this paper we propose a governance mechanism based on testimonies provided
by witnesses about facts or events that they know are related to norm violations.
Agents are inserted in an environment where they can perceive the changes occurred
in it. Since agents can observe these changes, they can provide testimonies about
actions or messages that are in violation of a norm. In our approach, private messages
and also private actions can be enforced. Private messages that violate norms can be
testified by agents that are involved in the interactions. Such agents can testify about
messages they should have received or about messages they should have not received.
Private actions that are executed in the scope of a group and are violating norms can
be testified by any member of the group that knows such norms and has seen the
actions being executed or has perceived facts or events that reflect the execution of
such actions. The same can be said about actions that should have been executed but
were not. Related facts or events cannot be observed and, therefore, agents can testify
stating that the actions (probably) were not executed. In addition, private actions that
are executed in the scope of one single agent and that are violating norms can be
testified by any agent that knows the norms and that perceives facts or events that are
related to the execution of such actions. The same can be said about actions that an
agent should have executed but has not. Other agents that know the norms that
regulate such actions can testify if they cannot observe the related facts or events.
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The paper presents in Section 2 an overall view of the testimony-based governance
mechanism. Section 3 details the judgment process used by the mechanism while
Section 4 describes a case study where we apply our approach. Finally, section 5
concludes and describes some advantages and drawbacks of our proposal.

2 The Testimony-Based Governance Mechanism
The governance mechanism presented here is based on testimonies that agents
provide attesting facts or events that may be norm violations. Since every agent
knows sets of norms, it can report to the governance mechanism their violation.
2.1 Governance Mechanism Assumptions
The testimony-based governance mechanism is funded in the following assumptions.
Assumption I: Every agent should know every norm applied to itself. Such as in
the real world where everyone should know a code of behavior, we assume that every
agent should know all norms that can be applied to their messages or actions
independently of the system environment in which it is executing. When an agent
enters in the environment to play a role, the environment/system must be able to
provide to the agent all norms applied to this role. This is important because the
mechanism assume that an agent acting in violation of a norm chooses to do so being
aware of that. The set of norms that regulates the application should by provided by
an ontology.
Assumption II: Every agent should know every norm that influences its behavior
and should be able to observe violations of such norms. Agents should know the
norms that regulate the behavior of other agents when the violations of such norms
influence their own execution. Therefore, when entering in an environment, agents
should not only observe the norms applied to the roles they will play, but also the
norms that, when violated by other agents, influence their execution.. The possible
violation of such norms motivates the agents to be aware of them.
Assumption III: Every agent can give testimonies about norm violations. Since an
agent knows norms that are applied to other agents, the agent should be able to state
that one of these norms is being violated. Every time an agent perceives the violation
of a norm, it must be able to give a testimony to the governance mechanism. The
proposed mechanism provides a component that can be used by agents to help them
analyzing their beliefs in order to find out well-known facts or events that may be
norms violations.
Assumption IV: Some violations might be ignored / not observed. The proposed
mechanism does not impose that an agent must give its testimony whenever it notices
a norm violation. Agents should be well motivated in order to provide their
testimonies. Besides, the mechanism does not guarantee that all violations will be
observed by at least one agent. It may be the case that a violation occurs and no agent
testifies about it.
Assumption V: Agents can give false testimony. In an open system, agents are
independently implemented, i.e. the development is done without a centralized control
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and the governance mechanism cannot assume that an agent was properly designed.
Therefore, there is no way to guarantee that all testimonies are related to actual
violations. So, the governance mechanism should be able to check and assert the
truthfulness of the testimonies.
Assumption VI: The mechanism can have a law-enforcement agent force. The
mechanism can introduce agents which have the sole purpose of giving testimonies.
The testimonies of those agents provided by the mechanism can always be considered
to be truthful and the judgment subsystem can directly state that a norm was violated
and a penalty should be assigned. Note that those agents must only testify if they are
sure about the culpability of the application agents and that they can only testify about
violations related to public messages and actions. They must be aware that an agent
may violate a norm due some major force or to another agent fault, for instance.
2.2 The Governance Mechanism Architecture
In order to decentralize the governance of large-scale multi-agent systems, we
propose to use a hierarchy of organizations where agents are executing according to
their roles. Each system organization should state its own norms and implement the
proposed governance system to regulate them. The mechanism’s architecture
proposes three subsystems. The judgment subsystem is responsible for receiving the
testimonies and for providing a decision (or verdict) pointing out to the reputation and
sanction subsystems if an agent has really violated a norm. The system may use
different strategies to judge the violation of the different norms specified by the
application. Such strategies might use the agents’ reputation afforded by the
reputation system to help providing the decision. It is well established that trust and
reputation are important in open systems and can be used by the agents for reasoning
about the reliability of other ones [11]. In [11] trust is defined as subjective
probability with which agents assess that other agents will perform a particular action.
We adapt this definition to our approach stating that reputation is defined as a
subjective probability with which agents assess that other agent will provide trustful
testimonies. The reputation subsystem [7] evaluates the reputation of agents according
to the decisions provided by the judgment subsystem about violated norms and false
testimonies. Finally, the third subsystem, the sanction subsystem, applies the
sanctions specified in norms to the witness agents or to the defendant agents,
according to the judgment decision.

3 The Judgment Sub-system
The judgment sub-system has three main responsibilities: to receive testimonies, to
judge them and to provide the decision about the violation. Three different agent
types were defined to deal with these responsibilities: inspector, judge and broker
agents. The inspector agents are responsible for receiving the testimonies and sending
them to judge agents. The judge agents examine the testimonies and provide decisions
that are sent to broker agents. Broker agents are responsible for interacting with the
reputation and sanction sub-systems to make the decisions effective. While judging
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the testimonies, judge agents may interact with brokers to get information about the
reputation of agents.
3.1 The Judgment Process
The judgment process is composed of eight steps where six are application
independent ones. Although judgment strategies cannot be completely independent of
the application norms, it is possible to define some common steps to be followed by
any judgment strategy. In this section we present the eight steps that compose the
judgment process.
Step I: To check if the testimony has already been judged. Agents may send
testimonies about facts that have already been testified and judged. Because of that,
the first step of the judgment process checks if the testimony is related to one of the
judgment processes that had occurred before and had considered the defendant guilty.
If so, the testimony is discarded and the judgment process is canceled.
Step II: To verify who the witness is. According to assumption VI, the testimony
provided by some specific agents must be considered always truth. Therefore, the
second step of the judgment process verifies who the witness is. If it is the case of an
always truthful witness, the judgment process is finished and the verdict stating that
the agent must be penalized is provided.
Step III: To check if the norm applies to the defendant agent. According to
assumption V, agents can lie and end up accusing other agents of violating norms that
are not applied to them. In order to find out if a testimony is true, this step checks if
the norm applies to the defendant agent. If the norm does not apply, the judgment
process is finished and the verdict states that the defendant agent is absolved.
Step IV: To ask the defendant agent if it is guilty. If the norm applies to the agent,
the next step is to ask it if it has violated the norm it is accused of. As it happens in
the real world, if the agent confesses, the judgment process is finished and the verdict
states that the defendant agent is condemned. Otherwise, the judgment process
continues. In cases where the defendant confesses the violation, the applied
punishment can be smaller than the one that would be applied if he hasn't confessed.
Step V: To judge the testimony according to the norm (application dependent
step). If the agent did not confess, it is necessary to carefully examine if the agent
really violated the norm. In order to determine if the testimony is truth and, therefore,
if the defendant agent is guilty, it may be necessary to use different strategies for
different violated norms. For instance, on one hand, if the norm regulates the payment
of an item and the defendant is being accused of having not paid the witness, one
possible strategy is to ask the defendant if it has the receipt signed by the witness
asserting that it has received the payment. On the other hand, if the norm states that an
agent should have not updated a resource, the judgment system could use the simple
strategy that checks the resource log, in case it is provided. It is clear that such
strategies are application dependent ones since they depend on the norm that is being
enforced.
Step VI: To ask other agents about their depositions (application dependent step).
If the application strategy could not decide if the defendant agent is guilty or not, the
judgment system can still try another approach. Since there may be other agents that
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can also testify about the violation of the norm or facts related to it, the judgment
system can explicitly ask them about their opinion about the violation. This step is an
application dependent step because depending on the kind of question the judgment
system makes to the agents, it may be necessary to interpret the answer according to
the application norm being checked. For instance, two different kinds of questions can
be asked to those agents: (i) Have you seen agent ai violating norm nj? (ii) What do
you know about fact fk? There are different interpretations for each of the questions
and such interpretations are application dependent.
Step VII: To come up with a consensus considering the depositions. After
interpreting the depositions, the judgment system must put them together to come up
with a verdict. In order to do so, our approach uses the agent reputations to help
evaluating the depositions. The consensus between the depositions is provided by
using subjective logic [8], as detailed in Section 3.3. Such an approach evaluates the
depositions considering the reputations of the agents to come up with the probability
of the defendant agent being guilty of violating the norm.
Step VIII: To provide the decision. The judgment system can provide three
decisions. It can state that (i) the defendant agent is probably guilty, (ii) the defendant
is probably not guilty (the witness has lied), or (iii) the culpability of the defendant is
undefined. In this case, the judge could not decide if the agent is guilty or not.
After producing the decision, it is necessary to send it to the reputation sub-system
so that it can modify the reputation of the accused agent, in case the judgment system
has decided that the defendant agent is guilty, or the reputation of the witness, in case
the judgment system has decided that it has lied. It is also important to inform the
decision to the sanction sub-system to (i) punish the agent for violating a norm and to
award the witness for providing the testimony or (ii) to punish the witness for
providing an untruthful testimony.
3.2 Evaluating the Testimonies and Depositions
When there are not enough evidences to be used by the judge agent to come up with a
decision, it can still make use of agents’ depositions to finally provide a verdict, as
described in Step VI and VII. However, as stated before in assumption V, agents can
give false testimonies and also false depositions. Therefore, there is a need for an
approach that evaluates such testimonies and depositions considering the reliability of
the agents, i.e., considering their reputations. We propose the use of subjective logic
to provide a verdict stating the probability of an agent being guilty or not for violating
a norm. Such an approach is used in the application independent Step VII to ponder
the testimonies/depositions according to the agents’ reputations and to make a
consensus between them.
In [5] the authors sketched a model for e-marketplaces based on subjective logic
for setting contracts back on course whenever their fulfillment deviate from what
were established. Evidences from various sources are weighed in order to inform the
actions that are probably violating the contracts. Subjective logic is used to support
reasoning over those evidences, which involve levels of trust over parties, combining
recommendations and forming consensus.
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In [2], to evaluate the trustworthiness of a given party, especially prior to any
frequent direct interaction, agents may rely on other agents (witnesses) who have
interacted with the party of interest. The testimonies given by those witnesses are
based on direct interactions and may hold a degree of uncertainty. To combine the
testimonies and create a single opinion (reputation) about an agent, the authors used
the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence as the underlying computational framework.
3.2.1
Introducing Subjective Logic
Subjective Logic was proposed by Audun Jøsang based on the Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence [8]. This approach addresses the problem of forming a measurable
belief about the truth or falsity on an atomic proposition, in the presence of
uncertainty. It translates our imperfect knowledge about reality into degrees of belief
or disbelief as well as uncertainty which fills the void in the absence of both belief
and disbelief [8]. This approach is described as a logic which operates on subjective
beliefs and uses the term opinion to denote the representation of a subjective belief.
The elements that compose the frame of discernment which is a set of all possible
situations are described as follows: (i) The agent’s opinion is represented by a triple
w(x) = <b(x), d(x), u(x)>; (ii) b(x) measures belief, represented as a subjective
probability of proposition x to be true; (iii) d(x) measures disbelief, represented as a
subjective probability of proposition x to be false; (iv) u(x) measures uncertainty,
represented as a subjective probability that a proposition x to be either true or false;
(v) b(x), d(x), u(x) ∈ [0..1]; b(x) + d(x) + u(x) = 1; and (vi) wA(x) represents the
opinion that an agent A has about the proposition x to be true or false.
Subjective Logic operates on opinions about binary propositions, i.e. opinions
about propositions that are assumed to be either true or false. The operators described
above are to be applied over such opinions.
Recommendation (Discounting): The discounting operator ⊗ combines agent A’s
opinion about agent B’s advice with agent B’s opinion about a proposition x
expressed as an advice from agent B to agent A. That means if agent B gives an
advice x to agent A, and agent A has an opinion about agent B, the operator ⊗ can be
used to form agent A’s opinion about agent B’s advice x: (i) wA(B) =
<bA(b),dA(b),uA(b)> represents agent A’s opinion about agent B; (ii)
wB(x)=<bB(x),dB(x),uB(x)> represents agent B’s opinion about x; (iii) wA:B(x)= wA(B)
B
⊗ w (x) represents agent A’s opinion about agent B’s opinion about the preposition x.
A:B
w (x)=<bA:B(x),dA:B(x),uA:B(x)> and is evaluated as follows:
bA:B(x) = bA(b) bB(x); dA:B(x) = bA(b) dB(x); uA:B(x) = dA(b) + uA(b) + bA(b) uB(x)
Consensus: The consensus of two possibly conflicting opinions is an opinion that
reflects both opinions in a fair and equal way, i.e. when two observers have beliefs
about the truth of x, the consensus operator ⊕ produces a consensus beliefs that
combines the two separate beliefs into one: (i) wA(x) = <bA(x),dA(x),uA(x)> represents
agent A’s opinion about x; (ii) wB(x) = <bB(x),dB(x),uB(x)> represents agent B’s
opinion about x; (iii) k = uA(x) + uB(x) - uA(x)uB(x); and (iv) wA,B (x) = wA(B) ⊕
wB(x) represents the consensus between agent A’s opinion about x and agent B’s
opinion about x. wA,B(x)= <bA,B(x),dA,B(x),uA,B(x)> is calculated as follows for k≠0:
bA,B(x)=(bA(x)uB(x)+bB(x)uA(x))/k;
dA,B(x)=(dA(x)uB(x)+dB(x)uA(x))/k;
A,B
A
B
u (x)=(u (x) u (x)) / k
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3.2.2
Applying Subjective Logic in our approach
Our goal is to come up with a consensus between the different testimonies and
depositions about the violation of a norm considering the reliability of the witnesses.
In order to do so, it is important to understand what a testimony/deposition is in the
context of subjective logic. The testimony or deposition given by agent A attesting
something about a proposition x can be seen as the A’s opinion about x, i.e., wA(x).
Second, it is necessary to state that the testimonies (or the opinions of the agents
about facts) will be evaluated by the judge agent according to its own opinion about
the agents, for instance, wJ(a) where A is one of the witnesses. Such an opinion is
directly influenced by the reputation of the agent.
After evaluating the judge’s opinions about the agents that have given their
testimonies and depositions, it is necessary to evaluate the judge’s opinions about
testimonies and depositions given by those agents. In order to do so the discounting
operator will be used. Finally, after having the judge’s opinions about all testimonies
and depositions, it is necessary to put them all together to form the judge point of
view about the violated norm. The consensus operator is therefore used.
Judge’s opinions about the agents:
The reputation provided by the reputation system reflects how much the judge
believes in the agent, i.e. bJ(a), and not its whole opinion about such agent, i.e wJ(a).
Judge’s opinions about testimonies and depositions given by the agents:
The judge’s opinion about a testimony/deposition given by an agent, i.e wJ:A(x),
depends on the judge’s opinion about the agent, wJ(a), and the agent’s opinion about
fact x that is related to the testimony/deposition, wA(x). In order to evaluate the
judge’s opinion we use the discounting operator presented in Section 3.2.1 as
described in equation (1): wJ:A(x) = wJ(a) ⊗ wA(x) = < bJ:A(x), dJ:A(x), uJ:A(x)>
(1)
Judge’s point of view about the violated norm:
Given that there may exist more then one agent testifying about the same fact
(proposition x), all testimonies and depositions can be combined using the consensus
operator to produce the judge’s own opinion about the proposition x. The consensus
puts together all testimonies and depositions while considering the reputation of the
witnesses. For instance, let’s suppose that A, B and C are agents that provided their
testimonies and depositions, the consensus is formed by using equation (2):
wJ:(A,B,C)(x) = (wJ(a) ⊗ wA(x)) ⊕ (wJ(b) ⊗ wB(x)) ⊕ (wJ(c) ⊗ wC(x))
(2)

4 A Case Study: Cargo Consolidation and Transportation
In order to validate our approach we present a case study based on the real-life cargo
consolidation and transportation domain. Cargo consolidation is the act of grouping
together small shipments of goods (often from different shippers) into a larger unique
unit that is sent to a single destination point (and often to different consignees). Such
practice makes possible to the enterprises that provide transportations to reduce the
rate of shipping. Importers and exporters that want to ship small cargos may look for
consolidator’s enterprises that provide cargo consolidation to ship their goods.
An open multi-agent system approach is entirely adequate for developing
applications on this domain because such applications mostly involve interactions
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between different autonomous partners playing different roles in order to accomplish
similar objectives. Such applications are governed by several rules that are used to
regulate the behavior of the heterogeneous and independently designed entities that
reinforce the open characteristic of the systems. In this paper we will contemplate
examples of two different norms that are regulated by the proposed mechanism.
Norm I: The consolidator agent must not change its shipment schedule once it has
been presented.
Norm II: The consolidator agent must deliver the cargo at the destination on the date
established in the transportation agreement.
4.1 Norm I
In this section we present the judgment process that judge testimonies stating that
norm I was violated. We detail the two application dependent steps (Steps V and VI)
and also the application independent Step VII that makes a consensus between the
testimonies. Let’s suppose that a testimony was provided by one of the application
agents (an importer, for instance) stating that the agent consolidator has violated norm
I. After checking that the testimony is not about a fact that has already been judged
(Step I), that the witness is not a law-enforcement agent (Step II), that norm I really
applies to the defendant agent (Step III) and that the defendant did not confess that it
has violated the norm (Step IV), it is necessary to judge the testimony according to
the particular characteristics of norm I (application dependent Step V).
In order to judge testimonies stating violation of norm I, such testimonies must
inform shipment schedule firstly defined by the consolidator agent and the actual
shipment schedule. One possible application strategy to judge such testimonies is
described below. It supposes that there is a system’s resource that stores the shipment
schedules. The resource is analyzed with the aim to compare the information provided
in the testimony with the stored information. If the schedule provided by the resource
is equal to the first schedule available in the testimony, the schedule was not changed
and the testimony is discarded. If the schedule provided by the resource is different to
the actual schedule provided by the testimony, the testimony is also discarded because
the testimony describes a fact that cannot be confirmed. In both cases the witness is
providing a false testimony. The judgment process is finished and the defendant is
considered 100% innocent (Step VIII).
Nevertheless, if the schedule provided by the resource is equal to the actual
schedule provided by the testimony, the judgment process should continues in order
to find out if the schedule was really changed. Since the application does not have
logs to inform when resources are updated, the alternative to find out if the
consolidator agent has really changed the schedule is to ask other agents about their
opinions (application dependent Step VI). The information provided by the witness is
confronted with the information provided by other agents, in this case, with the
opinion of two others importers and two exporters about the violation of norm I.
The decision (Step VII) is established based on the information provided by the
testimony, the defendant statement and the importers’ and exporters’ depositions by
using subjective logic. Such testimonies and depositions are analyzed from the point
of view of the judge and, therefore, there is a need for evaluating how much the judge
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believes in each agent. As stated before, the reputation of the agent (provided by the
reputation system) reflects how much the judge believes in the agent; bJ(a) = rep (a).
The judge’s beliefs are used to evaluate the judge’s opinion about the testimonies
and depositions provided by the agents. Such opinions (wJ:W(x), wJ:C(x), wJ:I1(x),
wJ:I2(x), wJ:E1(x) and wJ:E2(x)), evaluated by using equation (2), are depicted in Table
1. We are supposing that the two importers and the two exporters, together with the
witness, have stated that the defendant is guilty (wA(x)).
The verdict, i.e the judge point of view about the violated norm, can be provided
by applying the consensus operator (equation (2)). In this example the verdict
(equation (3)) states that the probability of the consolidator agent has violated norm I
is 84%.
wJ = wJ:W(x)⊕wJ:C(x)⊕wJ:I1(x)⊕wJ:I2(x)⊕wJ:E1(x) ⊕wJ:E2(x) = <0.84,0.06,0.1> (3)
Table 1. Judge’s opinion about the violation of norm I

Witness
Consolidator Agent
Importer1
Importer2
Exporter1
Exporter2

Statement
Guilty
Innocent
Guilty
Guilty
Guilty
Guilty

wA(x)
<1,0,0>
<0,1,0>
<1,0,0>
<1,0,0>
<1,0,0>
<1,0,0>

bJ(a)
0.54
0.33
0.75
0.53
0.57
0.66

⊗wA(x)= wJ:A(x)
wJ(a)⊗
wJ:W(x) = <0.54,0,0.46>
wJ:C(x) = <0,0.33,0.67>
wJ:I1(x) = <0.75,0,0.25>
wJ:I2(x) = <0.53,0,0.47>
wJ:E1(x) = <0.57,0,0.43>
wJ:E2(x) = <0.64,0,0.34>

4.2 Norm II
In this section we also focus on the two application dependent steps (Steps V and VI)
and on Step VII while illustrating the judgment process of norm II. As in Section 4.1,
we assume that the judge system could not provide a verdict before executing Step V.
In order to judge testimonies stating violations of norm II, such testimonies must
contain the transportation documents called House Bill of Landing (HBL) and Master
Bill of Landing (MBL). A bill of landing is a document issued by the carrier (the
consolidator agent, in this case) that describes the goods, the details of the intended
transportation, and the conditions of the transportation. The difference between HBL
and MBL is that the MBL describes several small cargos consolidated in a single
shipment and the HBL describes each small cargo.
Therefore, in step V, the judge must first ensure that the exporter has really
delivered the cargo at the place designated by the consolidator on the appropriated
date. When this task is accomplished, the consolidator gives a copy of the HBL
(related to the cargo delivered by the exporter) to the exporter. The judge can,
therefore, ask the exporter about his copy of the HBL. If the exporter does not have
this document, the judgment process is finished, the witness’ testimony is considered
false and the defendant is considered 100% innocent (Step VIII). The consolidator
agent has not delivered the cargo because the exporter has not delivered its cargo to
the consolidator agent.
On the other hand, if the exporter has its copy of the HBL the judge must execute
step VI, continuing the judgment process to come to a verdict. Since, the witness’
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cargo has been consolidated with others cargos, the judge may ask all other importers
mentioned in the MBL if their cargos have been delivered in the correct date and
place. After receiving the importers depositions, the judge needs to execute step VII,
where it puts together all statements while considering the reputations of consolidator
agent and all importers of the mentioned shipment. We are supposing that there were
three cargos consolidated in this shipment. Table 2 depicts the judge’s opinion about
the testimony and depositions provided by the witness, the consolidator agent and the
two importers (wJ:C(x), wJ:I1(x), wJ:I2(x) and wJ:I3(x)).
The verdict, i.e judge point of view about the violated norm, can be provided by
applying the consensus operator, as shown in equation (4). In this example the verdict
states that the probability of the consolidator agent has violated norm II is 76%.
wJ = wJ:W(x)⊕wJ:C(x)⊕wJ:I1(x) ⊕wJ:I2(x) = <0.76, 0.18,0.06>
(4)
Table 2. Judge’s opinion about the violation of norm II

Witness
Consolidator Agent
Importer1
Importer2

Statement
Innocent
Guilty
Guilty
Guilty

wA(x)
<0,1,0>
<1,0,0>
<1,0,0>
<1,0,0>

bJ(a)
0.75
0.23
0.47
0.92

⊗wA(x)= wJ:A(x)
wJ(a)⊗
J:W
w (x) = <0,0.75,0.25>
wJ:C(x) = <0.23,0,0.77>
wJ:I1(x) = <0.47,0,0.53>
wJ:I2(x) = <0.92,0,0.08>

The approaches that governs only the interactions between agents, such as [10,6],
could not govern norm I since this norm govern the access to a resource. As stated in
Section 1, there are approaches that govern the public messages and visible actions,
both in the system point of view. Such approaches could only be used to enforce norm
I and II if we consider (i) that the shipment schedules of a consolidator agent are
public resources and, therefore, every action done in such resource are visible actions
and (ii) that the deliveries done by the consolidator agent are public messages, that is
not usually the case. Moreover, note that both strategies presented in section 4.1 and
4.2 are simple examples that can be used to judge the testimonies related to norms I
and II. Other more complex and completely different strategies could have been
implemented to judge the same testimonies.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we present a governance mechanism based on testimonies given by
agents that have perceived norm violations. Since a violation of a norm influences
(injures) the execution of an agent, perceiving it will be a natural consequence of the
regular execution of that agent. The mechanism judges the testimonies it receives
trying to differentiate true and false testimonies in order to provide a verdict. (1)The
governance mechanism was implemented as a framework that supports, by now, the
judgment and reputation sub-systems (section 2.2). The main advantages of the
proposed mechanism are: (i) it does not interfere in the agents’ privacy; (ii) it can be
used to enforce norms associated not only with interactions but also with the
execution of different actions, such as the access to resources; and (iii) it does not
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assume that the system can do all the work of finding out the violations and enforcing
the norms.
Whereas we believe that the advantages of our proposed mechanism are really
important, it has some potential weaknesses. First, it may be difficult to distinguish if
a testimony is true or false and, therefore, to provide a good verdict. We proposed to
solve this problem by using probability based on subjective logic while providing the
verdicts. Second, violations that go without testimonies will not be punished. This
could lead to an undesired system state. One way to overcome this issue is motivating
the agents to give their testimonies by using an agent rewards program, for instance.
Another important drawback is that the effort to implement an agent under the
proposed governance system may increase since it needs not only to perceive facts,
but also to associate them with possible norm violations. To minimize this impact, the
judgment subsystem provides a mechanism that can be used by the agents to associate
facts with norms violations. In order to improve our work we are in the way of adding
some argumentation aspects to the judgment process. This will improve the set of
evidences used for and against a verdict.
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Abstract. The governance of open multi-agent systems is particular important
since those systems are composed of heterogeneous, autonomous and
independently designed agents. Such governance is usually provided by the
establishment of norms that regulate the actions of agents. Although there are
several approaches that formally describe norms, there are still few of them that
propose their implementation. In this paper we propose the implementation of
norms that govern non-dialogical actions by extending one of the approaches
that regulate dialogical ones. Non-dialogical actions are not related to the
interactions between agents but to tasks executed by agents that characterize,
for instance, the access to resources, their commitment to play roles or their
movement into environments and organizations.
Keywords: norm, governance of multi-agent system, non-dialogical action,
implementation of norm

1

Introduction

The governance of open multi-agent systems (MAS) copes with the heterogeneity,
autonomy and diversity of interests among agents that can work towards similar or
different ends [9] by establishing norms. The set of system norms defines actions that
agents are prohibited, permitted or obligated to do [1,12].
Several works have been proposed in order to define the theoretical aspects of
norms [3,5], to formally define those norms [2,4], and to implement them
[7,8,9,10,13]. In this paper we focus on the implementation of norms. Our goal is to
present an approach where dialogical and non-dialogical norms can be described and
regulated. Non-dialogical actions are not related to the interactions between agents
but to tasks executed by agents that characterize, for instance, the access to resources,
their commitment to play roles or their movement in environments and organizations.
From the set of analyzed proposals for implementing norms, few approaches
considers non-dialogical actions [9,10,13]. Although, the authors present some issues
on the verification and enforcement of norms, they do no demonstrate how such
issues should be implemented. Other approaches such as [7,8] deal with e-Institutions
and, thus, consider illocutions as the only action performed in such systems.
Our approach extends the work presented in [8] with the notion of non-dialogical
*
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actions proposed in [13]. A normative language is presented in [8] to describe
illocutions (dialogical actions) that might be dependent on temporal constraints or the
occurrence of events. We have extended the normative language in order to be
possible to specify non-dialogical norms that state obligations, permissions or
prohibition over the execution of actions of agents’ plans (as proposed in [13]) and of
object methods. Similar to the approach presented in [8], we have also used Jess1 to
implement the governance mechanism that regulates the behavior of agents. The
mechanism activates norms and fires violations (Jess rules) according to the executed
(dialogical or non-dialogical) actions (Jess facts).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the example we are using to
illustrate our approach. Section 3 intends to clearly present the difference between
dialogical and non-dialogical actions. Section 4 points out the main concepts of the
extended normative language and Section 5 describes the implementation of the
governance engine in Jess. Section 6 concludes our work.

2

Applied Example

In order to exemplify our approach, we have defined a set of six norms that govern a
simplified version of a soccer game. The soccer game is composed of agents playing
one of the three available roles: referee, coach and player (kicker or goalkeeper). The
responsibilities of a referee in a soccer game are: to start the game, stop it, check the
players’ equipments and punish the players. The available punishments are: to show a
yellow card, send off a player, and declare a penalty. The possible actions of a player
during a game are: kick the ball and handle the ball. The coach role is limited to
substitute players. Besides those actions, all agents are able to move and, therefore,
enter and leave the game field. The six norms that regulate our simple soccer game
are the following:
Norm 1: The referee must check the players’ equipments before starting the game.
Norm 2: A coach cannot substitute more than three players in the same game.
Norm 3: Players cannot leave the game field during the game.
Norm 4: The referee must send off a player after (s)he has done a second caution in
the same match. In this simplified version of the soccer game, there is only one
situation that characterizes a caution; a player leaving the game field before the
referee has stopped it. At the first caution, the agent receives a yellow card.
Norm 5: Kickers cannot handle the ball.
Norm 6: The referee must declare a penalty if kicker handle the ball.

3

Dialogical and Non-Dialogical Actions

Non-dialogical actions are the ones not related to interactions between agents. Not all
actions executed by agents in MAS provide support for sending and receiving
messages between them [13]. There are actions that modify the environment (for
1
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example, updating the state of a resource) that do not characterize a message being
sent to or received from another agent. In the soccer game example, the actions of
kicking the ball or handling it are non-dialogical actions. In addition, actions that
modify the position of an agent in an environment do not characterize a dialogical
action either. The actions of entering or leaving the game field are not dialogical ones.
Some actions can be defined as a dialogical or a non-dialogical one, depending on
how the problem is modeled. In the soccer game, to start a game and to stop it was
considered dialogical actions. Agents receive a message informing about the state of
the game. The dialogical actions of the soccer game example are: to start the game,
stop it, punish player, declare penalty and show the yellow card. The non-dialogical
ones are: enter in the game field, leave it, handle the ball, kick the ball, substitute a
player and check the player’s equipment.

4

Describing Norms

Since our intention is to contribute to the work presented in [7], we extend the BNF
normative language to represent non-dialogical actions and to describe conditions and
time situations that are defined by those non-dialogical actions. In addition, the
specification of dialogical actions already presented in the previous normative
language was extended in order to be possible to describe messages attributes stated
in the FIPA ACL language2.
4.1

Specifying Non-Dialogical Actions

The original BNF description of the normative language defines norms as the
composition of a deontic concept (characterizing obligation, prohibition or
permission) and an action followed by a temporal situation and a if condition, when
pertinent. In such definition, actions are limited to utterance of illocutions.
In our proposed extension, the action concept was generalized to also describe
non-dialogical ones. Dialogical and non-dialogical actions are complementary, as
illustrated by the grammar that specifies that these are the only two possible actions’
kinds. Non-dialogical actions state the entities whose behavior is being restricted and
the actions that are being regulated. Due to the way the entity concept was defined, a
non-dialogical norm, i.e., norm that regulate non-dialogical actions, can be applied to
all agents in the system, to a group of agents, to agents playing a given role or even to
a unique agent.
<norm> ::= <deontic_concept> '(' <action> ')'
| <deontic_concept> '(' <action><temporal_situation> ')'
| <deontic_concept> '(' <action> IF <if_condition> ')'
| <deontic_concept> '(' <action> <temporal_situation> IF <if_condition> ')'
<deontic_concept> ::= OBLIGED | FORBIDDEN | PEMITTED
<action>::= <non_dialogical_action> | <dialogical_action>
<non_dialogical_action> ::= <entity> 'EXECUTE' <exec>
<entity>::= <agent>':'<role> | <role> | <agent> | <group> | 'ALL'

2
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In this paper we are limiting non-dialogical actions to the execution of an
object/class method or to the execution of the action of an agent plan [13]. Nondialogical norms that regulate the access to resources specify the entities that have
restricted access to execute the methods of the resource. Non-dialogical norms that
regulate (non-dialogical) actions not related to the access to resources describe entities
that have restricted access to the execution of an action of a plan.
<exec> ::= <objectORclass>'.'<method>'('<parameters>')''('<contract>')'
| <plan>':'<action>'('<parameters>')''('<contract>')'
|...!the parameters and the contract can be omitted

In [13], the authors affirm that non-dialogical actions can be described as abstract
actions that are not in the set of actions defined by the agents or in the set of methods
of the classes. Agents must translate the actions and methods to be executed into more
abstract ones. With the aim to help agents in such transformation, we propose the use
of contracts. A contract is used to formally describe the behavior of the
actions/methods while specifying its invariants, pre and post-conditions [11]. We do
not impose any language to be used to describe the terms of a contracts3.
<contract> ::= <pre>';'<post>';'<inv> |... !pre, post and inv can be omitted
<pre> ::= <expression> | <expression> <opl> <pre> ...
<opl> ::='AND' | 'OR' | 'XOR' | 'NOR'|... !pre, post and inv are similarly defined

Such extensions make possible to describe, for instance, norms that regulate the
execution of an action while describing the parameters required for its execution and
the contract that defines it. The extensions enable, for example, the definition of norm
2. Such norm states that a coach cannot substitute more than three players in the same
game. The coach cannot execute an action that substitutes players if the number of
substitutions is already 3.
FORBIDDEN ( coach EXECUTE managingTeam:SubstitutePlayer (outPlayer,inPlayer,team)
( team.coach = coach; team.substitutions = team.substitutions@pre+1 AND
team.playersInField->excludes(outPlayer)AND
team.playersInField->includes(inPlayer); )
IF team.substitutions >= 3 )

The action governed by norm 1 is also a non-dialogical action and states that the
referee must check the players’ equipment before starting the game. The action of
checking the equipment is a non-dialogical action since the referee needs not to
interact with the player but with its equipment. On the other hand, the action of
starting a game is a dialogical action modeled as a message from the referee to
everybody in the game (as will be presented in Section 4.4).
OBLIGED ( referee EXECUTE managingGame:checkEquipment (players)
BEFORE ( UTTER(game; si; INFORM(;referee;;[;gameStart;;;;;;]))) )

4.2

Extending the Temporal Situations

The temporal situation concept specified in the normative language is used to
describe the period of valid (or active) norms. Norms can be activated or deactivated
3
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due to the execution of an (dialogical or non-dialogical) action, to the change in the
state of an object or an agent, to the occurrence of a deadline, and to the combination
of such possibilities. In the previous normative languages the authors only consider
the execution of dialogical actions and the occurrence of a deadline as temporal
situations. The normative language was extended to contemplate the activation and
deactivation of norms due to the execution of non-dialogical actions, to the change in
the state of an object or an agent (without specifying the action that was responsible
for that) and to the combination of the above mentioned factors (as specified in the
situation concept).
<temporal_situation> ::= BEFORE <situation> | AFTER <situation>
| BETWEEN '(' <situation> ',' <situation> ')'

The extensions enable, for example, the definition of norm 3 that states that players
cannot leave the game between its initial and its interruption, as shown below.
FORBIDDEN ( player EXECUTE moving:LeaveField ()
( agent.position@pre=inField; agent.position<>inField; )
BETWEEN ( UTTER(game; si; INFORM(;referee;;[;gameStart;;;;;;])),
UTTER(game; si; INFORM(;referee;;[;gameStopped;;;;;;])) ))

Another norm that makes use of temporal situation is norm 4. It states that the
referee must send off a player after (s)he receives a second caution in the same match.
If player leaves the field of play and (s)he has already been shown a yellow card, the
referee must send him(her) off. Note that such norm 4 is conditioned to the execution
of an action governed by norm 3 and, thus, the after condition is exactly norm 3.
OBLIGED ( UTTER(game;si;CAUTION(;referee;;kicker[;sentOff;;soccerGame;;;;))
AFTER ( player EXECUTE moving:LeaveField()
( agent.position@pre=inField;agent.position<>inField; )
BETWEEN ( UTTER(game; si; INFORM(;referee;;[;gameStart;;;;;;])),
UTTER(game; si; INFORM(;referee;;[;gameStopped;;;;;;])) ))
IF player.yellowCard = true )

4.3

Extending the IF Condition

The if condition defined in the original normative language is used to introduce
conditions over variables, agents' observable attributes or executed dialogical actions.
Therefore, by using such language it is not possible to describe nom 6 since it is
conditioned to the execution of a non-dialogical action. Our proposed extension
makes possible to specify a condition related to an executed non-dialogical action or
to a fired norm.
<if_condition> ::= <cond_expression> | NOT '(' <cond_expression> ')'
<cond_expression> ::= <condition> | NOT <condition>
| <condition> ',' <if_condition> | NOT <condition> ',' <if_condition>
<condition> ::= <action> | <deontic_concept> '(' <action> ')' |...

Norm 6 defines that the referee must declare a penalty if a kicker handles the ball.
The non-dialogical action of handling the ball is the if condition of norm 6 and can be
described as follows.
OBLIGED (UTTER(game; si; PENALTY(;referee;kickerTeam;[;penalty;;soccerGame;;;;]))
IF kicker EXECUTE play:handleBall)
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4.4

Extending Dialogical Actions

In [8], the authors represent the execution of dialogical actions by the identification of
the action (not carried out yet) of submitting an illocution. In their point of view, an
illocution is an information that carries a message to be sent by an agent playing a
role to another agent playing another role. The illocution concept was extended to be
possible to omit the agents that send and receive the messages. Not always will be
possible to specify the agents that will send and receive the messages while describing
the norms. Sometimes only the roles that those agents will be playing can be
identified. Moreover, the roles of the sender and receiver can also be omitted. It may
be the case that no mater the one is sending a message or no mater the one is
receiving it, the norm must be obeyed.
<dialogical_action> ::= 'UTTER(' <scene> ';' <state> ';' <illocution> ')'
| 'UTTERED(' <scene> ';' <state> ';' <illocution> ')'
<illocution> ::= <perf>'('<sender>';'<role>';'<receiver> ';'<role>'['<msg>'])'
|...!it is possible to omit the senders, receivers and also their roles

Since a message can be sent to several agents, the receiver concept was also
extended to make possible to describe the group of agents that will be the receivers of
the message.
<sender> ::= <agent>
<receiver> ::= <agent> | <group>

By using the extensions provided above for illocution, it is possible to model
norms 1 (Section 4.1), 4 (Section 4.2) and 6 (Section 4.3) that omit the agent
identification that is playing the referee role. In such cases, it is not important to
identify the agent but only the role that the agent is playing. Norm 1 also omits the
receiver and its role to characterize that the message is being broadcasted. Norm 4
identifies the role of the receiver but does not identify the agent playing the role since
the message to be send does not depend on the agent. Moreover, norm 6 does not
identify the receiver agent but the receiver team that will be punished.
4.5

Specifying Messages

The message concept has not been specified in the previous version of the normative
language. We propose to specify such concept since it may be necessary to provide
some characteristics of the messages while describing the norms. The message
concept was extended according to the parameters defined by an ACL message.
While describing norms 4 and 6 we have used the extended message concept to point
out the ontology being used to support the interpretation of the content expression.
<msg> ::= <conversation_id>';'<contents>';'<language_encoding>';
'<ontology_protocol>';'<reply_by>';'<reply_to>';'<reply_with>';'<in_reply_to>
|...!it is possible to omit any parameter.
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5

Implementing Norms

Once we have seen how norms can be described, we need to demonstrate how they
are implemented. Similar to the approach presented in [8], we have also used Jess to
implement the governance mechanism. Jess is a rule-based system that maintains a
collection of facts in its knowledge base. Jess was chosen due two main reasons: (i) it
provides interfaces to programs in Java and (ii) it is possible to dynamically change
the set of rules defined in Jess from the execution of Java programs. MAS
implemented in Java can make use of the knowledge base and the declarative rules
provided by Jess. Such MAS can also update the set of rules during the execution.
The use of Jess makes possible to describe facts and rules that are fired according
to the stated facts. In our approach, facts are agents’ observable attributes, (dialogical
and non-dialogical) actions executed by the agents, the norms activated by the rules,
and the information about norm violations. The rules are fired according to the
executed actions or observable attributes and can activate norms or assert violations.
5.1

The Use of Jess

In Jess, facts are described based on templates that specify the structure of the facts.
We have defined a template to define agents’ observable attributes and three
templates to describe actions: one for describe dialogical actions and two for
describing the two different kinds of non-dialogical actions contemplated in the paper
(method calling and execution of the action of an agent plan). Besides, we have also
described nine templates for describing each of the three norm kinds (obliged,
permitted and forbidden) associated with the three different actions (message, method
calling and plan execution). In addition, one template was defined for being used to
describe norm violations. Such template points out the norm that was violated and the
facts that have violated the norm. The two examples below illustrate templates to
describe an obligation norm to execute the action of a plan and a violation.
(deftemplate OBLIGED-non-dialogical-action-plan
(slot entity)(slot role)(slot plan) (slot action) (slot attribs (type String))
(slot contract-pre (type String)) (slot contract-post (type String))
(slot contract-inv (type String)) (slot beliefUpdated (type String))
(slot condition (type String)))
(deftemplate VIOLATION (slot norm-violated) (multislot action-done))

Rules are composed of two parts. The left-hand side of the rule describes patterns
of facts that need to be inserted in the knowledge base in order to fire the rule. The
right-hand side defines facts that will be upload to the knowledge based if the rule is
fired. In our approach, these facts will be norms or norms’ violations. Examples of
rules are presented in Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
5.2

Some Guidelines

For each application norm, there is (usually) a need for describing three rules in Jess.
The first rule is used to state the norm by conditioning it to the facts that activate the
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norm. If the facts are inserted into the knowledge base, the rule is fired and the norm
is activated. The second rule deactivates the norm retracting it from the knowledge
base. The period during while some norms are active are limited and conditioned to
the addition of some facts in the knowledge base. The third and final rule points out
the violations. Prohibitions are violated if facts are inserted into the knowledge base
during while they are forbidden and permissions are violated if the facts are inserted
into the knowledge outside the period during while they are permitted. The violations
of obligations occur if facts are not inserted into the knowledge base in the
corresponding period. The following Sections will demonstrate how to implement
those rules according to the temporal situations and if conditions mentioned in
Section 4.
5.3

Simple Obligations, Permissions and Prohibitions

Norms that describe obligations, permissions or prohibitions over the execution of
actions without defining any temporal situation or if condition are always active. Such
norms are never deactivated no matter what happens.
Although it is possible to describe obligations and permissions over the execution
of a norm without stating any condition, it is not possible to state violations. For each
obligation or permission that is not associated with any temporal situation or if
condition, only one rule that states the norm must be described. The obligations
characterize that the actions must be executed but do not state when the executions
must be checked. Permissions characterize that such actions can always be executed,
and, therefore, such norms are never violated by the permitted agents. When
permissions are applied to sub-sets of agents, we assume that prohibitions are stated
to the ones not permitted to execute the actions. Prohibitions can do be checked and
violations can be fired in case the actions are executed. Therefore, for each norm that
describes prohibition for the execution of an action, two rules need to be defined: (i)
to assert the prohibition; and (ii) to assert the violations if the forbidden facts are
added to the knowledge base.
In order to exemplify the use of Jess we describe the implementation of norm 5.
Rule (i) asserts the prohibition that is not conditioned to any fact. Rule (ii) asserts the
violation if a kicker handles the ball.
(defrule forbidden:KickerHandleBall
;(rule i)
=> (assert (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (entity kicker)(plan play)
(action handleBall))))
(defrule violation:KickerHandleBall
;(rule ii)
?fact <-(non-dialogical-action-plan (entity kicker)(plan play)(action handleBall))
?forbidden <- (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (entity kicker)(plan play)
(action handleBall))
=> (assert (VIOLATION (norm-violated (fact-id ?forbidden))
(action-done (fact-id ?fact)))))

5.4

Norms Regulating Actions Executed Before the Occurrence of a Fact

Obligations for executing an action X before the occurrence of a fact W are verified
testing if X has been executed before W occurs. For governing such norms three rules
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are defined: rule (i) asserts the obligation for execute X; rule (ii) retracts the
obligation if X has been executed and W occurs; and rule (iii) asserts a violation if W
occurs but X has not been executed (what can be verified by the existence of the
obligation).
Permissions for executing an action X before the occurrence of W are verified
testing if X is executed after W. In such case, the execution of X is not permitted.
These norms are governed by three rules: rule (i) asserts the permission for execute X;
rule (ii) retracts the permission if W occurs; and rule (iii) asserts a violation if W
occurs and X is executed.
Prohibitions for executing an action X before the occurrence of an action W are
verified testing if X is executed and W has not occurred. Such norms are also
governed by three rules: rule (i) asserts the prohibition; rule (ii) retracts the
prohibition if W occurs; and rule (iii) asserts a violation if X is executed and W has
not occurred (what can be verified by the existence of the prohibition). We assume
that W can occur many times but obligations should be fulfilled before the first time it
occurs and permissions and prohibitions are only active before its first occurrence.
Norm 1 is a good example for illustrate the implementation of norms that govern
the actions that must be executed before another one. Since the norm defines that a
referee is obliged to check the equipment of the players before starting the game,
three rules was defined to govern such norm. Rule (i) states the obligation. Rule (ii)
retracts the obligation if the referee has checked the player equipment when the game
starts. Rule (iii) asserts a violation if the game has been started and the obligation still
holds informing that the referee has not checked the equipment. The obligation
governs a non-dialogical action that must be executed after a dialogical action.
(defrule obliged:CheckEquipment
;(rule i)
=>(assert (OBLIGED-non-dialogical-action-plan (entity referee)(plan managingGame)
(action checkEquipment)(attribs players)
(condition "BEFORE UTTER(game; si;INFORM(;referee;; [;gameStart;;;;;;]))"))))
(defrule retract:CheckEquipment
;(rule ii)
(non-dialogical-action-plan (entity referee)(plan managingGame)
(action checkEquipment)(attribs players))
(dialogical-action (scene game)(state si)(performative inform)(sRole referee)
(message "gameStart"))
?obliged <- (OBLIGED-non-dialogical-action-plan (ntity referee)
(plan managingGame)(action checkEquipment)(attribs players)
(condition "BEFORE UTTER(game; si;INFORM(;referee;; [;gameStart;;;;;;]))"))
=> (retract ?obliged))
(defrule violation:CheckEquipment
;(rule iii)
?fact <- (dialogical-action (scene game)(state si)(performative inform)
(sRole referee)(message "gameStart"))
?obliged <- (OBLIGED-non-dialogical-action-plan (ntity referee)
(plan managingGame)(action checkEquipment)(attribs players)
(condition "BEFORE UTTER(game; si;INFORM(;referee;; [;gameStart;;;;;;]))"))
=> (assert (VIOLATION (norm-violated (fact-id ?obliged))
(action-done (fact-id ?fact)))))

5.5

Norms Regulating Actions Executed After the Occurrence of a Fact

Obligations for executing an action X after the occurrence of Y (or if Y occurs)
cannot be governed since it is not possible to affirm that the execution of X will never
occur after the execution of Y. It is not possible to state a rule that fires a violation for
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such norm since the action X can be executed anytime after Y has occurred. In order
to govern such norms it is necessary to state any temporal situation limiting the time
for the execution of X after Y has occurred. The temporal concept between should be
used instead of after or if for governing such obligations. Norms 4 and 6 are example
of norms that should be implemented by using between, as depicted in Section 5.6.
Permissions for executing X after the occurrence of Y can be governed by two
rules: rule (i) assert the permission if Y occurs; and rule (ii) asserts a violation if X is
executed but Y has not occurred yet (i.e., there is no permission for execute X).
The governance of prohibitions for executing X after the occurrence of Y is the
opposite to the governance of the related permission. Such governance is also
characterized by two rules: rule (i) asserts the prohibition if Y occurs; and rule (ii)
asserts a violation if X is executed after Y has occurred or if Y is true.
In order to exemplify a norm that use the if condition we refer to norm 2. This
norm defines that the coach cannot execute an action that substitutes players if the
number of substitutions is equal or greater than 3. The prohibition governs a nondialogical action that is condition to the state of an object.
(defrule forbidden:PlayerSubstitution
;(rule i)
(attribute-value (objectORagent team)(attribute substitutions)(value 3))
=> (assert (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (role coach)(plan managingTeam)
(action substitutePlayer)(attribs outPlayer,inPlayer,team)
(contract-pre "team.coach=coach")
(contract-post "team.substitutions=team.substitutions@pre+1 AND
team.playersInField->excludes(outPlayer) AND
team.playersInField->includes(inPlayer)") )))
(defrule violation:PlayerSubstitution
;(rule ii)
?fact1 <- (non-dialogical-action-plan (role coach)(plan managingTeam)
(action substitutePlayer))
?fact2 <- (attribute-value (objectORagent team)(attribute substitutions))
?forbidden <-(FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (role coach)(plan managingTeam)
(action substitutePlayer)(attribs outPlayer,inPlayer,team)
(contract-pre "team.coach=coach")
(contract-post "team.substitutions = team.substitutions@pre+1 AND
team.playersInField->excludes(outPlayer) AND
team.playersInField->includes(inPlayer)"))
=> (if (>= (fact-slot-value ?fact 2) 3 ) then
(assert (VIOLATION (action-done ?fact1 ?fact2)
(norm-violated ?forbidden))) ))

5.6

Norms Regulating Actions Executed Between the Occurrence of Two Facts

A norm that states an obligation for executing an action X after the occurrence of Y
and before the execution of W is governed by three rules: rule (i) asserts the
obligation for execute X if Y occurs; rule (ii) retracts the obligation if X is executed
and if W occurs; and rule (iii) asserts a violation if W occurs but X has not been
executed.
The permission for executing X between the occurrence of Y and W is governed
by the following four rules: rule (i) asserts the permission for execute X if Y occurs;
rule (ii) retracts the permission if W occurs; rule (iii) asserts a violation if W occurs
and X is executed; and rule (iv) asserts a violation if X is executed but Y has not
occurred yet (i.e., if the permission for executing X has not been fired yet).
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Prohibitions for executing X between the occurrence of Y and W are governed by
three rules: rule (i) asserts the prohibition if Y occurs; rule (ii) retracts the prohibition
if W occurs; and rule (iii) asserts a violation if X is executed, Y has occurred but W
has not occurred, i.e., X is executed and the prohibitions is still activated. Note that
the rules that govern both prohibitions and permissions while using the temporal
concept between are the combination of the rules used to govern such norms using the
after and before temporal concepts.
The use of between can be exemplified by norm 3. It states that the player is
forbidden to leave the field between the beginning and the end of the game. The norm
defines a prohibition to execute a non-dialogical action limited by the execution of
two dialogical actions. Rule (i) asserts the prohibition if the first dialogical action is
executed, rule (ii) retracts the prohibition if the second dialogical action is executed
and rule (iii) declares a violation if the non-dialogical action is executed during while
it is being prohibited.
(defrule forbidden:LeaveField
;(rule i)
(dialogical-action (scene game)(state si)(performative inform)(sRole referee)
(message "gameStart"))
=> (assert (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (role player)(plan moving)
(action leaveField)(contract-pre agent.position@pre=inField)
(contract-post agent.position!=inField ))))
(defrule retract:LeaveField
;(rule ii)
(dialogical-action (scene game)(state si)(performative inform)(sRole referee)
(message "gameStop"))
?forbidden <- (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (role player)(plan moving)
(action leaveField)(contract-pre agent.position@pre=inField)
(contract-post agent.position!=inField ))
=> (retract ?forbidden))
(defrule violation:LeaveField
;(rule iii)
(dialogical-action (scene game)(state si)(performative inform)(sRole referee)
(message "gameStart"))
?forbidden <- (FORBIDDEN-non-dialogical-action-plan (role player)(plan moving)
(action leaveField)(contract-pre agent.position@pre=inField)
(contract-post agent.position!=inField ))
?fact <- (non-dialogical-action-plan (role player)(plan moving)(action leaveField)
(contract-pre agent.position@pre=inField)
(contract-post agent.position!=inField ))
=> (assert (VIOLATION (norm-violated (fact-id ?forbidden))
(action-done (fact-id ?fact)))))

Sections 5.3 and 5.5 point out that some obligations over the execution of a norm
that cannot be governed. Since obligations need not to be fulfilled immediately after
they were declared, it is necessary to inform the period during while the agents are
being obligated to execute the action in order to govern them. Norms 6 and 4 are very
good examples of such obligations. Norm 6, for instance, defines that the referee must
declare a penalty if a kicker handles the ball. However, this norm does not define how
much time does the referee has to fulfill its obligation. Therefore, it is not possible to
affirm that the obligation was not fulfilled since it can be at any time. In order to
properly regulate such norm it is needed to provide a limit till when this obligation
must be fulfilled. Norms 6 was adapted to inform that the referee has 1 minute to
declare the penalty after the kicker has handled the ball.
OBLIGED ( UTTER(game; si; PENALTY(;referee;kickerTeam;[;penalty;;soccerGame;;;;]))
BETWEEN ( kicker EXECUTE play:handleBall, 1 MINUTES OF kicker EXECUTE
play:handleBall ) )
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6

Conclusion

This paper proposes the implementation of norms4 that govern dialogical and nondialogical actions by using Jess. The governance system proposed in [6] receives (not
always true) testimonies about executed actions that are related to norm violations.
After judging the testimonies and concluding that the actions really were executed,
such information is uploaded to the Jess knowledge-based. The set of Jess rules are,
then, checked and the related norms and violations are fired. The fired norm or
violation is also facts accumulated in the Jess database. We have implemented in Jess
at least one norm taking into account the three deontic concepts, the proposed
temporal situations and if conditions presented in the paper by using the soccer game.
Although the current version does not contemplate sanctions and awards, it can be
easily extended in order to do so. The sanctions should be provided when the related
violations are fired. The awards should be supplied when the norms are retracted and
no violation of such norms has been fired. In addition, a (semi)automatic approach for
generating Jess rules according to the norms specified by the use of the normative
language could be developed.
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Abstract. Norms constitute a powerful coordination mechanism among
heterogeneous agents. We propose means to specify open environments
regulated using the notions of ignoring, forcing, expecting and sanctioning events and prevention of unwanted states. These notions make explicit and clear the stance of institutions about forbidden and obligatory
behaviour. Our rule-based language calculates the effects of concurrent
events generated by agents given a set of norms based on the deontic notions previously mentioned. Our formalism has been conceived as basis
for an implementation of Electronic Institutions.

1

Introduction

Ideally, open multi-agent systems (MAS) involve heterogeneous and autonomous
agents whose concurrent interactions ought to conform to some shared conventions. The challenge is how to express and enforce such conditions so that truly
autonomous agents can adscribe to them. One way of addressing this issue is to
look at MAS as environments regulated by some sort of normative framework.
There are many examples of languages for regulating agent behaviour (for
example, [1–5]). However, very few of them regulate concurrent events taking
into account the rest of events that occur at an instant of time. The few that
exist (e.g. [3]) are not conceived to deal with open MAS.
Furthermore, in the literature we find that almost all these languages are
based on deontic logic [6] that establishes which actions are permitted, forbidden
or obligatory. However, it does not establish which is the semantics of these
modalities with respect to a computational system. For instance, when an action
is claimed to be forbidden, does it means that it is prevented to happen, or that
the agents that bring it about must be sanctioned or that the effects of that
action are just ignored?
Instead, we propose a language, called I, and one implementation of it that
uses the notions of ignoring, forcing, and expecting events along with the notion of preventing a state, in the computation of the effects of concurrent agent
behaviour in a regulated open MAS. The main contributions of I is the management of sets of events that occur simultaneously and the distinction between
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norms that can be violated or not. For instance, an obligation that may be violated to perform a set of simultaneous events is represented as the expectation of
the attempts to perform them. However, the enforcement of an obligation that
may not be violated to perform a set of events is carried out by the system by
taking these events as performed even they are not. We denote such enforcement
as forcing events.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces I, a rule language
for electronic institutions. A basic example illustrating the expressiveness of I is
shown in section 3. In section 4, we introduce the formulae that we use for modelling electronic institutions. An example of a bank institution is presented in
section 5. In section 6 we contrast our approach with a sample of other contemporary work. Finally, we draw conclusions and outline future work in section 7.

2

I: A Rule Language for Electronic Institutions

In this section we introduce a rule language for the regulation and management of
concurrent events generated by a population of agents. Our rule-based language
allows us to represent norms and changes in an elegant way.
The building blocks of our language are first-order terms and implicitly, universally quantified atomic formulae without free variables. We shall make use
of numbers and arithmetic functions to build terms; arithmetic functions may
appear infix, following their usual conventions1 . We also employ arithmetic relations (e.g., =, 6=, and so on) as predicate symbols, and these will appear in
their usual infix notation with their usual meaning.
ECA-Rule
if -Rule
ignore-Rule
prevent-Rule
force-Rule
events
list of events
conditions
actions
action

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

on events if conditions do actions
if conditions do actions
ignore events if conditions
prevent conditions if conditions
force events on events if conditions do actions
list of events | ∅
atomic formula, list of events | atomic formula
conditions ∧ conditions | ¬(conditions) | atomic formula
action • actions | action
⊕atomic formula | atomic formula
Fig. 1. Grammar for I

One goal of the I language is to specify which are the effects of concurrent
events and this is achieved with Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. Intuitively,
an ECA-rule means that whenever the events occur and the conditions hold then
the actions are applied. These actions consist in the addition and removal of
atomic formulae from the state of affairs. ECA-rules are checked in parallel and
they are executed only once without chaining.
1

We adopt Prolog’s convention using strings starting with a capital letter to represent variables
and strings starting with a small letter to represent constants.
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If-rules are similar to rules in standard production systems, if the conditions
hold then the actions are applied. They are implemented with a forward chaining
mechanism: they are executed sequentially until no new formula is added or
removed.
Ignore-rules are used for ignoring events when the conditions hold in order to
avoid unwanted behaviour. Similarly, prevent-rules are used for preventing some
conditions to hold in the situations given. In order to prevent unwanted states,
events causing such unwanted states are ignored. Force-rules generate events and
execute actions as consequence of other events and conditions.
Sanctions over unwanted events can be carried out with ECA-rules. For instance, we can decrease the credit of one agent by 10 if she generates certain
event.
We add an additional kind of rules, expectation-rules, that generate and
remove expectations of events. If the expectation fails to be fulfilled then some
sanctioning or corrective actions are performed.
expectation-Rule ::= expected event on events if conditions
fulfilled-if conditions 0 violated-if conditions 00
sanction-do actions
Each expectation rule can be translated into three ECA-rules:
on events if conditions do ⊕exp(event)
0

if exp(event) ∧ conditions do
00

if exp(event) ∧ conditions do

(1)

exp(event)

(2)

exp(event) • actions

(3)

Rules 1 and 2 respectively adds and removes an expectation whenever the
events have occurred and the conditions hold. Rule 3 cancels the unfulfilled
expectation and sanctions an agent for the unfulfilled expectation by executing
the given actions whenever some conditions hold.
2.1

Semantics

Instead of basing the I language in the standard deontic notions, two types of
prohibitions and two types of obligations are included. In our language, ECArules determine what is possible to perform, i.e. they establish the effects (including sanctions) in the institution after performing certain (possibly concurrent)
events. ECA-rules might be seen as conditional count-as rules: the given events
count as the execution of the actions in the ECA-rule if the conditions hold and
the event is not explicitly prohibited. As for the notion of permission, all the
events are permitted if not explicitly prohibited. The notion of an event being
prohibited may be expressed depending on whether that event has to be ignored
or not. If not otherwise expressed, events are not ignored. Likewise, the notion
of a state being prohibited may be specified depending on whether that state
has to be prevented or not. By default, states are not prevented. Obligations
are differentiated in two types: expectations, which an agent may not fulfill, and
forced (or obligatory) events, which the system takes as institutional events even
they are not really performed by the agents.
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Each set of ECA-rules generates a labelled transition system hS , E , Ri where
each state S is a set of atomic formulae, E is a set of events, and R is a S ×2E ×S
relationship indicating that whenever a set of events occur in the former state,
then there is a transition to the subsequent state.
Ignore-rules avoid to execute any transition that contains in its labelling all
the events that appear in each ignore-rule. For instance, having a rule ignore α1
if true would avoid to execute the transitions labelled as {α1 }, {α1 , α2 } and
{α1 , α2 , α3 }. However, having a rule ignore α1 , α2 if true would avoid to execute {α1 , α2 } and {α1 , α2 , α3 } but not {α1 }.
Prevent-rules ignore all the actions in an ECA-rule if it brings the given
formulae about. For example, suppose that we have
prevent q1 if true
along with ECA-rules 4, 5 and 6. After the occurrence of events α1 and α2 and
since q1 is an effect of event α2 , all the actions in ECA-rule 5 would be ignored
obtaining a new state where p and r hold but neither q1 nor q2 .
on α1 if true do ⊕p

(4)

on α2 if true do ⊕q1 • ⊕q2

(5)

on α1 , α2 if true do ⊕r

(6)

Force-rules generate events during the execution of the transition system.
However, the effects of such events are still specified by ECA-rules and subject
to prevent and ignore-rules.
2.2

Operational Semantics

In the definitions below we rely on the concept of substitution, that is, the set of
values for variables in a computation [7, 8]:
We now define the semantics of the conditions, that is, when a condition
holds:
Definition 1. Relation sl (∆, C , σ) holds between state ∆, a condition C in an
if clause and a substitution σ depending on the format of the condition:
1. sl (∆, C ∧ C 0 , σ) holds iff sl (∆, C , σ 0 ) and sl (∆, C 0 · σ 0 , σ 00 ) hold and σ =
σ 0 ∪ σ 00 .
2. sl (∆, ¬C , σ) holds iff sl (∆, C , σ) does not hold.
3. sl (∆, seteq(L, L2), σ) holds iff L ⊆ L2, L2 ⊆ L and | L |=| L2 |.
4. sl (∆, true, σ) always holds.
5. sl (∆, α, σ) holds iff α · σ ∈ ∆.
Case 1 depicts the semantics of atomic formulae and how their individual
substitutions are combined to provide the semantics for a conjunction. Case 2
introduces the negation by failure. Case 3 compares if two lists have the same elements possibly in different order. Case 4 gives semantics to the keyword “true”.
Case 5 holds when an atomic formulae α is part of the state of affairs.
We now define the semantics of the actions of a rules:
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Definition 2. Relation sr (∆, A, ∆0 ) mapping a state ∆, the action section of a
rule and a new state ∆0 is defined as:
1. sr (∆, (A • As), ∆0 ) holds iff both sr (∆, A, ∆1 ) and sr (∆1 , As, ∆0 ) hold.
2. sr (∆, ⊕α, ∆0 ) holds iff
(a) α 6∈ ∆ and ∆0 = ∆ ∪ {α} or;
(b) ∆0 = ∆.
3. sr (∆, α, ∆0 ) holds iff
(a) α ∈ ∆ and ∆0 = ∆ \ {α} or;
(b) ∆0 = ∆.
Case 1 decomposes a conjunction and builds the new state by merging the partial
states of each update. Case 2 and 3 cater respectively for the insertion and
removal of atomic formulae α.
We now define relation checkprv that checks if there is no prevent-rule that
has been violated, i.e., not all the conditions hold in the state of affairs ∆. It
checks whether ∆ contain all the conditions of each prevent-rule or not.
Definition 3. Relation checkprv (∆, PrvRules) mapping a state ∆ and a sequence PrvRules of prevent-rules holds iff an empty set is the largest set of conditions C such that prevent-rule p = prevent C if C 0 , p ∈ PrvRules, sl (∆, C )
and sl (∆, C 0 ) hold.
Definition 4. Relation fire(∆, PrvRules, if C do A, ∆0 ) mapping a state ∆,
a sequence PrvRules of prevent-rules, an if-rule and a new state ∆0 holds iff
assert(fired (C )), sr (∆, A, ∆0 ) and checkprv (∆0 , PrvRules) hold.
Relation can fire checks whether the conditions of a given if-rule hold and
the rule after applying substitution σ has not been already fired.
Definition 5. Relation can fire(∆, if C do A, σ) mapping a state ∆ an if-rule
and a substitution σ holds iff sl (∆, C , σ) holds and fired (C · σ) does not hold.
Relation resolve determines the rule that will be fired by selecting the first
rule in the list.
Definition 6. Relation resolve(RuleList, SelectedRule) mapping a list of if-rules
and a selected if-rule holds iff
1. RuleList = ∅ and SelectedRule = ∅; or
2. RuleList = hr1 , · · · , rn i and SelectedRule = r1 .
Relation select rule determines the rule that will be fired by selecting all the
rules that can fire and resolving the conflict with relation resolve.
Definition 7. Relation select rule(∆, IfRulesList, SelectedRule) mapping a state
of affairs ∆ a list of if-rules and a selected if-rule holds iff Rs is the largest set
of rules R ∈ IfRulesList such that can fire(∆, R, σ); resolve(Rs, SR) hold and
SelectedRule = SR · σ.
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Relation sif determines the new state of affairs after applying a set of if-rules
to a initial state of affairs taking into account a set of prevent-rules.
Definition 8. Relation sif (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, ∆0 ) mapping a state of affairs
∆, a list of if-rules, a list of prevent-rules and a new state of affairs holds iff
1. select rule(∆, IfRules, R) hold, R 6= ∅, fire(∆, PrvRules, R, ∆00 ) and sif (∆00 ,
IfRules, PrvRules, ∆0 ) hold; or
2. select rule(∆, IfRules, R) hold, R = ∅; or
3. sif (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, ∆0 ) hold.
Relation ignored determines a set of events that occurred have to be ignored
taking into account a list of ignore-rules.
Definition 9. Relation ignored (∆, Ξ, E , IgnRules) mapping a state of affairs
∆, a list Ξ of events that occurred, a list of events in a ECA-rule and a list of
ignore-rules holds iff i = ignore E 0 if C , i ∈ IgnRules, E 0 ⊆ Ξ, E intersects
with E 0 and sl (∆, C ) holds.
Relation s0r applies sr first and then sif in order to activate the forward
chaining.
Definition 10. Relation s0r (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, ActionList, ∆0 ) mapping a state
of affairs ∆, a list of if-rules, a list of prevent-rules, a list of actions and a new
state of affairs holds iff
1. ActionList = ∅ and ∆0 = ∆; or
2. ActionList = ha1 , · · · , an i, sr (∆, a1 , ∆00 ), checkprv (∆00 , PrvRules), sif (∆00 ,
IfRules, PrvRules, ∆000 ) and s0r (∆000 , IfRules, PrvRules, ha2 , · · · , an i, ∆0 ) hold;
or
3. s0r (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, ha2 , · · · , an i, ∆0 ).
Relation son calculates the new state of affairs ∆0 from an initial state ∆ and
a set Ξ of events that occurred applying a list of ECA-rules, if-rules, ignore-rules
and prevent-rules.
Definition 11. Relation son (∆, Ξ, ECARules, IfRules, IgnRules, PrvRules, ∆0 )
mapping a state of affairs ∆, a list Ξ of events that occurred, a list of ECArules, a list of if-rules, a list of ignore-rules, a list of prevent-rules, and a
new state of affairs holds iff As is the largest set of actions A0 = A · σ in
a ECA-rule r = on E if C do A such that R ∈ ECARules, E · σ 0 ⊆ Ξ,
sl (∆, C , σ 00 ) hold, ignored (∆, Ξ, E , IgnRules) does not hold and σ = σ 0 ∪ σ 00 ;
and s0r (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, As, ∆0 ) hold.
Relation sf calculates the new state of affairs ∆0 and the new set Ξ 0 of
occurred events from an initial state ∆ and a set Ξ of events that occurred
applying a list of if-rules, ignore-rules, prevent-rules and force-rules.
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Definition 12. Relation sf (∆, Ξ, IfRules, IgnRules, PrvRules, FrcRules, Ξ 0 , ∆0 )
mapping a state of affairs ∆, a list Ξ of events that occurred, a list of if-rules,
a list of ignore-rules, a list of prevent-rules, a list of force-rules, a new list
of events that occured and a new state of affairs holds iff EAs is the largest
set of tuples hFE · σ, A · σi of forced events and actions in a force rule fr =
force FE on E if C do A such that fr ∈ FrcRules, E · σ 0 ⊆ Ξ, sl (∆, C , σ 00 )
holds,ignored (∆, Ξ, E , IgnRules) does not hold and σ = σ 0 ∪ σ 00 ; Es is the largest
set of forced events Ev such that hEv , Ai ∈ EAs; Ξ 0 = Ξ ∪ Es; As is the largest
set of actions A such that hEv , Ai ∈ EAs; and s0r (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, As, ∆0 )
holds.
Relation s∗ calculates the new state of affairs ∆0 from an initial state ∆ and a
set Ξ of events that occurred applying a list of ECA-rules, if-rules, ignore-rules,
prevent-rules and force-rules.
Definition 13. Relation s∗ (∆, Ξ, ECARules, IfRules, IgnRules, PrvRules, FrcRules,
∆0 ) mapping a state of affairs ∆, a list Ξ of events that occurred, a list of ECArules, a list of if-rules, a list of ignore-rules, a list of prevent-rules, a list of forcerules and a new state of affairs holds iff Cs is the largest set of conditions C such
that retract(fired (C )) holds; assert(fired (false)), sif (∆, IfRules, PrvRules, ∆00 ),
sf (∆00 , Ξ, IfRules, IgnRules, PrvRules, FrcRules, Ξ 0 , ∆000 ) and son (∆000 , Ξ 0 , ECARules,
IfRules, IgnRules, PrvRules, ∆0 ) hold.

3

Example of Concurrency: Soup Bowl Lifting

In this section we present an example on how to use the I language in order
to specify a variation of a problem about concurrent action: the Soup Bowl
Lifting problem [9]. Picture a situation where a soup bowl has to be lifted by
two (physical) agents; one lifting from the right-hand side and the other one
from the left-hand side. If both sides are not lifted simultaneously then the soup
spills.
The order in which the rules are declared is important since they are executed
in the order they are declared. We do not obtain the same effect with rules 7, 8
and 9 (finally spilled does not hold after lifted from both sides simultaneously)
than with rules 9, 7 and 8 (finally spilled holds even after lifted from both sides
simultaneously).
on pushLeft if true do ⊕spilled

(7)

on pushRight if true do ⊕spilled

(8)

on pushLeft, pushRight if true do

spilled •

onTable

(9)

Rules 7 and 8 specify that the soup is spilled whenever the bowl is lifted
either from the right-hand side or the left-hand side. However, rule 9 removes
the spill effect whenever both events are done simultaneously. However, with
rules 9, 7 and 8, we do not obtain the desired result since the spilled formula
may be added after executing the rule that removes spilled formula.
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To prevent the bowl from spilling, we may add the next rule to rules 7-9:
prevent spilled if true

(10)

However, adding the following rules instead would also prevent the bowl to
be lifted since ignoring one event will prevent all the combined events to be
considered.
ignore pushLeft if true
(11)
ignore pushRight if true

(12)

Contrarily, if we add rule 13 to rules 7-9, we prevent the bowl to be lifted
from both sides simultaneously but not to be only lifted from one side since we
are only ignoring the events if they occur together.
ignore pushLeft, pushRight if true

(13)

This basic example give us a sample of the expressiveness of I. In the next
section, we introduce electronic institutions and the meaning of the formulae
needed for representing them in I.

4

Electronic Institutions

Our work extends electronic institutions (EIs) [10]2 , providing them with a normative layer specified in terms of ignore, prevent and force rules. There are two
major features in EIs: the states and illocutions (i.e., messages) uttered (i.e.,
sent) by those agents taking part in the EI. The states are connected via edges
labelled with the illocutions that ought to be sent at that particular point in the
EI. Another important feature in EIs are the agents’ roles: these are labels that
allow agents with the same role to be treated collectively thus helping engineers
abstract away from individuals. We define below the class of illocutions we aim
at – these are a special kind of term:
Definition 14. Illocutions I are terms ill (p, ag, r, ag 0 , r0 , τ ) where p is a performative ( e.g. inform or request); ag, ag 0 are agent identifiers; r , r 0 are role labels;
and τ is a term with the actual content of the message.
We shall refer to illocutions that may have uninstantiated (free) variables as
illocution schemes, denoted by Ī.
An institutional state is a state of affairs that stores all utterances during
the execution of a MAS, also keeping a record of the state of the environment,
all observable attributes of agents and all the expectations associated with the
agents.
We differentiate two kinds of events, with the following intuitive meanings:
1. I – an agent uttered illocution I.
2. newtick(t) – a new tick of the clock occurred at time t.
2

EI scenes are basically covered with ECA rules
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We shall use event 2 above to obtain the time with which illocutions and
expectations are time-stamped.
We differentiate two kinds of atomic formulae in our institutional states ∆,
with the following intuitive meanings:
1. inst(I, t) – I was accepted as an institutional utterance at time t.
2. exp(Ī, t) – Ī is expected to be uttered since time t.
We allow agents to utter whatever they want (via I events). However, the
unwanted utterances may be discarded and/or may cause sanctions, depending
on the deontic notions we want or need to implement via our rules. The inst
formulae are thus confirmations of the I events. We shall use formula 2 above to
represent expectations of agents within EIs.

5

Applied Example: Bank

In this section we introduce an example of banking institution where agents are
allowed to do certain operations with money. The operations in our bank are
depositing, withdrawing and transferring. In our example we have two types of
accounts called a and b owned by two different agents. In order to perform an
operation in one of these accounts both agents have to simultaneously make the
proper request.
Type a accounts have the limitation that no withdrawing, transferring from
and debiting is allowed having a negative credit. If it is the case and there is
enough money in a type b account of the same agent then necessary credit is
automatically transferred to the account with negative credit and a fee is debited.
Type b accounts have the following limitations:
1. They cannot be in red. All the transactions that would finish in negative
credit are rejected.
2. Withdrawing from or depositing to these accounts is not allowed.
Rule 14 specify the effects of opening an account of type T to agents A1 and
A2 with an amount M of credit if another account of the same type with the
same owners is not already opened.
on newtick (Time), open account(Id , A1, A2, T , M )
if ¬account(Id , A1, A2, T , ) ∧ ¬account(Id , A2, A1, T , )
do ⊕account(Id , A1, A2, T , M )•
⊕inst(open account(Id , A1, A2, T , M ), Time)

(14)

Rule 15 specify the effect of withdrawing a given quantity Mq of money from
a given account due to the simultaneous request of both owners of the account.
The rules in the action section calculate the new credit for the account and
modifies its value by removing the old credit and adding the new one. Likewise,
a rule for the effects of depositing may also be specified.
on newtick (Time), withdraw (A1, Id , Mq ), withdraw (A2, Id , Mq )
if account(Id , A1, A2, T , M )
(15)
do M 2 = M − Mq • account(Id , A1, A2, T , M )•
⊕account(Id , A1, A2, T , M 2) • ⊕inst(withdraw (A1, A2, Id , Mq ), Time)
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Rule 16 specifies the effect of transferring from one account (of an agent and
of a certain type) to another account possibly as payment of a certain concept
C : the source account is reduced and the destination account is increased by the
stated amount.
on newtick (Time), transfer (A1, Ids , Idd , C , M ), transfer (A2, Ids , Idd , C , M )
if account(Ids , A1, A2, Ts , Ms ) ∧ account(Idd , A3, Td , Md )
do M 2s = Ms − M • account(Ids , A1, A2, Ts , Ms )•
(16)
⊕account(Ids , A1, A2, Ts , M 2s ) • M 2d = Md + M •
account(Idd , A3, Td , Md ) • ⊕account(Idd , A3, Td , M 2d )•
⊕inst(transfer (A1, A2, Ids , Idd , C , M ), Time)
To avoid concurrent actions affecting the same account, we use rule 17. In
this case, only the first action is taken into account and the rest of concurrent
actions are ignored.
prevent account(I , A1 , A2 , T , M ) ∧ account(I , A1 , A2 , T , M2 ) if M 6= M2 (17)
In our example, accounts of type a have the restriction that agents are not
allowed to withdraw or transfer from a accounts with negative credit. This is
achieved with rules like:
ignore withdraw (A, Id , ) if account(Id , A, , a, M ) ∧ M < 0

(18)

ignore transfer (A, Ids , , , ) if account(Ids , A, , a, M ) ∧ M < 0

(19)

Accounts of type b also have some restrictions. First, they cannot go into
negative numbers. This is achieved with the following rule:
prevent account(Id , A1, A2, b, M ) if M < 0
Second, agents are not allowed to withdraw from accounts of type b. This is
achieved by rule 20.
ignore withdraw ( , Id , ) if account(Id , , , b, )

(20)

Furthermore, if an account of type a goes into the negatives then the necessary amount to avoid this situation is transferred from an account of type b.
Rule 21 forces this type of events. Notice that a similar rule but with the order
of the owners of the accounts reversed is also necessary since the owners may
not appear in the same order.
force transfer (A, Idb , Ida , a negative, C ), transfer (A2, Idb , Ida , a negative, C )
if
account(Ida , A, A2, a, C 2) ∧ C 2 < 0 ∧ C = C 2 ∧
(21)
account(Idb , A, A2, b, C 3) ∧ C 3 ≥ C

6

Related Work

In the model of Electronic Institutions of [10], agent interaction is brought about
by uttering illocutions and it is decomposed in a set of scenes where only one
illocution is accepted as legal simultaneously. As for norms, agents may be expected to utter certain illocutions under given conditions. However, there is no
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notion of prevention of a state or force of events. Furthermore, only events that
are not part of the protocol are ignored, not allowing to write further conditions
in which an illocution is ignored.
The work presented in this paper is the result of the evolution of our previous work on norm languages for electronic institutions [1]. In that work, we
presented a rule language that does not use forward chaining to calculate the
effects of events and to explicitly manage normative positions (i.e. permissions,
prohibitions and obligations). For the present work, we use those rules in the
form of event-condition-action rules. Then, we added standard condition-action
rules that use forward chaining. Furthermore, we changed our standard deontic
notions that only regulated one illocution into more institutional-centred notions
as ignoring, forcing or expecting concurrent events or preventing an institutional
state.
nC+ is a language for representing and reasoning about action domains that
include some normative notions [3]. Its semantics is based on labelled transition systems. The language allows to make queries about the transition system
generated from an action description allowing to pre-dict, post-dict, or plan.
In the normative aspect, nC+ only labels states and actions as green or red
without including our notion of prevention that ignores actions that lead to
an unwanted state. We can obtain this labeling by adding green to the initial state and rules of the form “on events if conditions do green • ⊕red ” or
“if condition do green • ⊕red ”. Instead of using ignore-rules, nC+ may label
events as non-executable obtaining no solution when this kind of events occur.
Since we want to maintain the state of the multi-agent system, we would need
to ignore all the actions that occurred in that moment even the ones that does
not lead to an unwanted state.
The implementation of nC+ loads the full transition system in order to resolve
the queries. When dealing with fluents with large numeric values, the implementation suffers from a state explosion increasing the load and resolution time. As
mentioned above, we are aiming at monitoring and maintaining the state of the
enactment of open regulated multi-agent systems. To use the implementation of
nC+ in this setting, we would have to add the new agents to the action description file and reload it again. However, the long time that elapses to complete
this operation makes unviable the use of the implementation for our purposes
and motivated this work.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have introduced a formalism for the management and regulation of concurrent events generated by agents in open MAS. Ours is a rule
language in which concurrent events may have a combined effect and may be
ignored, forced, expected or sanctioned. The semantics of our formalism relies
on transition systems conferring it a well-studied semantics.
We have explored our proposal in this paper by specifying an example of
concurrency: soup bowl lifting problem and an example of bank as Electronic
Institution.
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Although our language is not as expressive as the language of [3] since we
cannot post-dict or plan about an action description, our language is not a
language for checking properties of a transition system but for specifying its
behaviour.
As a proof of concept, an interpreter of I were implemented in Prolog. As
future work, we would like to embed this interpreter in a real MAS and include
the distributed management of normative positions introduced in [11].
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Abstract. This paper presents a formalisation of our Dynamic Electronic
Institutions model. In our opinion Dynamic Electronic Institutions arise from
the convergence of two research areas: electronic institutions and coalition
formation. We believe that these kinds of institutions are potentially important
in open-agent system applications because they are well suited to many
application domains in which autonomous agents have to collaborate and
engage themselves in temporary alliances that require some regulatory
measures. This paper presents a brief summary of our previous work on
dynamic institutions, introduces the formalisation of our model, explains the
process of turning a coalition into a dynamic institution (foundation process),
and describes our current and future work.
Keywords: Open Agent Systems, Electronic Institutions, Coalition Formation.

1 Introduction
From a social point of view, it is easy to observe that the interactions between people
are often guided by institutions that help and provide us with structures for daily life
tasks. Institutions structure incentives in human exchange (political, social, or
economic). Somehow we could say that institutions represent the rules of the game in
a society or, more formally, are the human-devised constraints that shape human
interaction [1].
The idea to use organizational metaphors to model systems was earlier proposed
[2, 3]. These approaches suggest structuring the agent society with roles and
relationships between agents. But the study of electronic institutions is a relatively
recent field (the first approach was [4]). The main idea is simple, and it could be
summarized by imagining groups of intelligent, autonomous and heterogeneous
agents, which play different roles, and which interact with each other under a set of
norms, with the purpose of satisfying individual goals and/or common goals. As a
first impression, it could seem that these norms are a negative factor which adds
constraints to the system, but in fact they reduce the complexity of the system,
making the agents’ behaviour more predictable. Actually, this is completely true only
assuming that agents follow the rules that are created by such norms, and in Open
Agent Systems, this is not an assumption to be taken lightly.
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Research in Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) has focused on the individual
behaviour of agents. But this agent-centred perspective is not useful in complex
systems like open agent systems, where their components (agents) are not known a
priori, can change over time, and can be heterogeneous and exhibit very different
behaviours. In these kinds of systems, this vision that is focused on the agent can
cause the emergent behaviour of the global system to be chaotic and unexpected. In
critical applications this can be a significant problem, and it is evident that it is
necessary to introduce regulatory measures which determine what things the agents
can do, and what they cannot. It is here where the institutions acquire importance [5].
In Noriega’s thesis [4], an abstraction of the notion of institution is introduced for
the first time. He is also the first to use the term agent-mediated electronic institution,
which he describes as: computational environments which allow heterogeneous
agents to successfully interact among them, by imposing appropriate restrictions on
their behaviours. Continuing and extending the ideas of Noriega’s thesis, there is
Rodríguez-Aguilar [5] who emphasizes the need for a formal framework which
allows to work with general electronic institutions.
From these first approaches to this area, to the actual lines of research, there have
been different European research groups working on similar subjects, each one with
its particular perspective and approach to the problem. At the moment, many efforts
are dedicated to this research area. The proof of this is that in 2003, five PhD theses
intimately related to this subject were presented. The theses are: [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
These different approaches to electronic institutions have demonstrated how
organisational approaches are useful in open agent systems, but in our opinion, in
some application domains that require short to medium-term associations of agents
regulated by norms, classical electronic institutions still have several problems and
limitations. We have summarized these problems in the following list:
• All the approaches to electronic institutions are based on medium to long-term
associations and dependencies between agents. This characteristic is useful in
some application domains but it is a significant problem in other domains,
where changes in tasks, in information and in resources make temporary
associations (regulated by norms) necessary.
• Electronic institutions require a design phase (performed by humans). It is
necessary to automate this design phase in order to allow the emergence of
electronic institutions (without human intervention) in open agent systems.
• Agents can join and leave institutions, but how do these entrances and exits
affect the institutions’ norms and objectives? Could these norms and
objectives change over time?
• When an institution has fulfilled all its objectives, how can it dissolve itself?
In our opinion, these problems and limitations can be studied and possibly solved
with a coalition formation approach to electronic institutions, in order to develop
dynamic electronic institutions. This is the main objective of our research.
There is little previous work on dynamic electronic institutions: this idea has just
recently been introduced as a challenge for agent-based computing. It first appeared
when the term dynamic electronic institution appeared in a roadmap for agent
technology [11].
Our recent work in this area has involved the development of our dynamic
electronic institutions model [12], and some exploratory work in two application
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domains: Operations Other Than War simulation [13], and Digital Business
Ecosystems [14].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain the notion of Dynamic
Electronic Institutions and their lifecycle. Next, section 3 illustrates the formalisation
of each phase in our model, and our CBR approach to the foundation phase. Before
concluding, we discuss some related work in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes
with discussion and future research.

2 Dynamic Electronic Institutions: the Model
We argue that Dynamic Electronic Institutions (DEIs from now on) can be described
as follows: emergent associations of intelligent, autonomous and heterogeneous
agents, which play different roles, and which are able to adopt a set of regulatory
components (norms, missions, coordination protocols, etc) in order to interact with
each other, with the aim of satisfying individual goals and/or common goals. These
formations are dynamic in the sense that they can be automatically formed, reformed
and dissolved, in order to constitute temporary electronic institutions on the fly.
There are several application domains that require short-term agent organisations
or alliances, in which DEIs could be applied. Some of them are: Digital Business
Ecosystems (we have addressed this topic in [14]), B2B Electronic Commerce,
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks, simulation of Operations Other Than War [13], etc.
In our opinion DEIs should have a lifecycle made up of by three phases:
Formation, Foundation and Fulfilment (We call this lifecycle “3F cycle” [12], see
Figure 1):
1. Formation phase: this is the coalition formation phase. In this stage the
objective is for automatic association between agents with the same (or
similar) goals to emerge. Other notions such as trust between agents should
also be considered as important factors in the coalition formation phase. We
are not currently studying coalition formation mechanisms, because we have
focused our research on the foundation phase, but in our opinion there are two
approaches which introduce some interesting ideas and could be suitable for
being used in the formation phase of DEIs: Q-Negotiation (ForEV framework)
[15] and the CONOISE project [16].
2. Foundation phase: the process of turning the coalition into a temporary
electronic institution. This phase is the real challenge, because the process of
turning the coalition into a temporary electronic institution is not a trivial
problem. It requires the agents to adopt a set of components that regulate their
interactions. This must be an automated process, without any human
intervention, so agents must be able to reason and negotiate at a high level.
3. Fulfilment phase: this is the dissolution phase. When the institution has
fulfilled all its objectives, the association should be broken up. This phase
occurs because the association is no longer needed, or because the institution is
no longer making a profit. This subject has hardly been explored by current
research efforts, and most of the support functionalities need to be developed.
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Fig. 1.

DEI construction phases (3F cycle)

One of these three phases has been poorly studied in the past: the foundation phase,
we are focusing our work on this phase.

3 Formalising the Model
This section presents a formalisation of our model of DEIs. Each phase of the model
is formalised, but we are principally focusing our efforts on the foundation phase. In
the following subsections we use a basic set theory notation. The term symbol refers
to a user-defined string (similar to a variable name), and the term expression is an
algebraic expression (possibly referencing constants, symbols and function calls).
3.1 The Formation Phase
This is the coalition formation phase. As we have said before, we are not currently
focusing our research on this phase, but we need to analyze some concepts in order to
be able to formalise the foundation phase.
We consider a population P of autonomous and heterogeneous agents (1),
consisting of a variable number N of individuals. In this context, a coalition is a
subgroup C of agents of P (2). Agents form a coalition because they need to work
together to achieve tasks in an environment. Their reason is because mutual profit can
be gained from sharing resources and redistributing tasks.
P = { a1, a2, ... aN }

(1)

C ⊆ P

(2)
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At its simplest the problem can be defined as in [17]: “Given a population P of
agents and a list of tasks or goals T, select subgroups of agents S1, S2, S3… of P to
address each of the tasks in T”. In the general case, this problem is computationally
intractable (NP-Hard). This is very easy to understand: given N agents and k tasks,
there are k(2N-1) different possible coalitions. The number of coalition configurations
(different partitions of the set of agents in coalitions) is of the order O(N(N/2)) [18].
Therefore, it is clear that an exhaustive search of the coalition configuration space is
not feasible when the number of agents is large. Recent works in distributed artificial
intelligence have resulted in distributed algorithms with computational tractability
[17].
3.2 The Foundation Phase
We define foundation as the process of turning a coalition into a temporary electronic
institution. This phase is a real challenge, and requires the agents to automatically
adopt a set of institutional elements that regulate their interactions.
Our perspective on this problem is that to construct an institution from zero
without human intervention may be too difficult, so we argue that an approach based
on using knowledge from previous cases (like Case Based Reasoning, CBR) could be
interesting and useful for solving this issue. Presently, we are directing our efforts in
this direction.
Therefore, in our system, a stored case (institution case) refers to a problem
situation and contains a description of a problem, and its solution (the institutional
elements to be adopted), and a new case (coalition case) contains the description of
the problem to be solved. Case-based reasoning is a cycle, and there are four phases in
the process: Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain.
With a CBR approach to the foundation process, when a coalition has been formed
and needs to turn itself into an institution, agents should consult their case database in
order to find the stored institution’s specification that adapts best to the present
situation, and should then make the pertinent reforms to the selected specification in
order to obtain an institution that works correctly.
The first step in this process is to build a coalition case CC from the coalition C
that has been formed. We consider the coalition case as a tuple of different elements
(4).
C = { a1, a2, ... ai }

(3)

CC = < Ty, Tk, Ob, n, div, tr >

(4)

The components of the coalition case are the elements that need to be taken into
account when we search the institution that adapts best to the present coalition. These
components are:
• Ty (types): this component is the set of types of the agents in the coalition.
Each type is a symbol.
Ty = U i { type(ai) }
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(5)

•

Tk (tasks): this component is the set of tasks of the agents in the coalition.
Each task is a symbol.
Tk = U i { tasks(ai) }

•

Ob (objectives): this component is a set of objectives. These are not the
objectives of the coalition (coalition has no objectives; each agent has its own
objectives). These are a subgroup of the objectives of all the agents. More
specifically, Ob is the set of shared objectives, extracted from the intersection
of the different sets of objectives. We believe that shared objectives are an
important element to take into account when we are searching the institution
that best adapts to the present coalition. Each objective is an expression.
Ob = I i { objectives(ai) }

•

(7)

n (number of agents): this component is the number of agents in the coalition.
n = |C|

•

(6)

(8)

div (diversity measure): this component is the diversity within the coalition
with respect to the objectives of the agents. This value is measured using an
adaptation of Shannon’s entropy function:
Nt = total number of objectives: ∑i | objectives(ai)|
K = number of different types: | U i { type(ai) } |
na = number of objectives of type a
Pa = na / Nt
div =

•

− ∑ ka Pa * log 2( Pa )

(9)

log 2(min( Nt , K ))

tr (internal trust): this component is the mean trust value. We calculate it as a
double summation: the first one is the sum of all the trust values for an agent
with respect to the other agents in the coalition; and the second is the sum of
the mean trust of all the agents.

tr =

⎞
⎛ ∑n
⎜ j = 0 trust (ai, aj ) ⎟
n
⎟⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝
n

∑in= 0 ⎜

(10)

In our opinion, trust and diversity are important elements to be taken into account,
because they capture valuable information of the coalition. We believe that if we are
trying to turn a coalition into a temporary institution, diversity and trust among agents
should be taken into account to find the institution’s specification that adapts best to
the present situation. Of course this is a conjecture that needs to be proved. Having
this in mind, one of our current efforts aims at developing a framework for DEIs that
will help to test it.
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When we have the coalition case (CC), the next step is to start the CBR process.
We need a previous-institutions base, which contains the knowledge of the system. In
our model this institutions base is called K (11). Each case of this base is an institution
case, IC (12), which contains a CC and the institutional elements (IE), that is, the
elements that have to be adopted to turn the coalition into a dynamic institution (13).
To initialise the system, an initial set of institution cases must be introduced into
the case base. Therefore, in the first CBR iterations the coalitions can reuse previous
institution cases. This set is important, and should capture some general and typical
associations among agents in the specific application domain. This process has to be
performed by humans, before starting up the system, and then the rest of the processes
should be automatic.
K = { IC1, IC2, ..., ICn }

(11)

IC = < CC, IE >

(12)

IE = < M, N, F, pr, ont >

(13)

The institutional elements IE (13) are:
• M (Missions): sets of specific objectives for each agent, where each objective
is an expression.
• N (Norms): these are the norms to be adopted by the coalition. These can be
obligations (obl), permissions (per), or prohibitions (pro). Table 1 shows the
internal structure of these norms.
• F (Fulfilment Requirements): this component refers to future requirements for
the fulfilment phase. It includes:
o FC (Fulfilment Conditions): these are the conditions that allow the
execution of the fulfilment process. Each condition is an expression.
o FN (Fulfilment Norms): these are the norms (obligations,
permissions and prohibitions) that have to be followed during the
fulfilment phase. FN and N have the same internal structure.
• pr (Protocol): this is the protocol to be adopted by the coalition. It will steer
the communication processes within the dynamic institution.
• ont (Ontology): an ontology to be adopted by all agents in the coalition (of
course if an agent already has the ontology there is not need to adopt it).
The CBR process compares the present coalition case (CC) with the coalition case
included in each institution case (IC). This process requires some similarity rules.
Each component of the CC has a specific similarity measure, and there is global
similarity that corresponds to a weighted sum of partial similarities (14).
Sim = ( w1*SimTy + w2*SimTk + w3*SimO + w4*SimN + w5*SimDiv + w6*SimTr )

(14)

Table 1. Structure of each norm of N, with examples
Norm
Id
N1
N2

Condition
(expression)
Null
(a1>10) ∧ (b2<5)

Bearer
(agent type)
Employee
Employer

Type
(obl, per, pro)
Obl
Obl
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Mission
or Task
M3
M1

Deadline

<end
<end

The weights used in the similarity function depend on the specific implementation,
and the application domain. They are performance parameters that need to be
empirically adjusted. When the institution case (IC) that best adapts to the coalition
case (CC) is found, an adjustment of the institutional elements (IE) is required in
order to allow the agents of the new coalition to re-use them. This is not a simple
process; in fact it can become very complicated, and it depends partially on the
specific implementation of the model. The following are some general guidelines:
• The ontology ont can be directly adopted by the coalition. We assume that all
the agents in the system are using the same ACL (Agent Communication
Language) and are able to work with ontologies.
• The protocol pr could require a more sophisticated adoption process. If the
protocol to be adopted refers to types of agents that do not exist in the new
coalition, we need to modify the protocol. There are different possible ways to
do it, but we believe that a simple solution could be to maintain a similarity
table within K, which informs about the similarity between the different types
of agents. This way we can replace one type of agent in the protocol with the
type of agent that better fits the context requirements.
• The modification of norms N is also a hard task. If the bearer of the norm
refers to a type of agent that does not exist in the coalition we basically have
two options: to eliminate this norm, or to find the type of agent in the coalition
that is more similar to the bearer (the same process that has been proposed for
the protocol modification can be used). The modification of norms can also
consider an internal modification of the norm, more specifically of its
conditions and missions. This kind of modification implies more sophisticated
adaptation processes. We can consider the need for more similarity tables (for
missions, constants and global variables), or another option could be to
consider a genetic algorithm for the estimation of these parameters.
• The modification and adoption of the missions M and the fulfilment
requirements FR imply similar changes like those described above for N.
Foundation starts by building a coalition case CC. The next step is the CBR
process that can be expressed as a function (15) that, from a coalition case CC and the
institutions base K, produces the adapted institutional elements IE. We need another
process that adds these IE to the coalition and finally produces the DEI. Therefore, we
can conceive the global foundation process as a function that, from a coalition C and
K, produces the DEI (16).
CBR: (CC, K) → IE

(15)

foundation: (C, K) → DEI

(16)

With this formalisation of the foundation phase we also can consider a refoundation process, which facilitates reconfiguring the dynamic institution when
member changes or environment changes occur. Currently, reorganisation within a
multi-agent system is a topic that is being actively discussed. Section 4 cites some
related work.
Figure 2 shows a diagram of the foundation process.
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Fig. 2.

The Foundation phase

3.3 The Fulfilment Phase
This is the dissolution phase. When the fulfilment conditions FC are achieved, the
association should be broken up. This phase occurs because the association is no
longer needed, or because the institution is no longer making a profit. Within this
phase the agents should distribute the profits obtained (following the fulfilment norms
FN) and store relevant information for future DEIs (a new institution case IC).
This subject has hardly been explored by current research efforts, and most of the
support functionalities need to be developed. We believe that there are two important
steps in this phase: the construction of the new institution case IC and the update of
the institutions base K. The result of this process is an updated institutions base K’,
that includes the new institution case (17).
fulfilment: (DEI, K) → K’

(17)

3.4 Properties of the formalised model
Taking into account the above presented formalisation, we argue that DEIs are:
• Dynamic: DEIs are dynamic in the sense that they can be automatically
formed, reformed and dissolved, in order to constitute regulated associations
of agents on the fly.
• Automatic: DEIs don’t require a design phase performed by humans, although
an initial set of institution cases (IC) must be introduced into the case base
before starting up the system, as it has been said before.
• Temporary: DEIs are conceived as short to medium-term associations. They
acquire the fulfilment requirements during the foundation phase.
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•

Adaptive: CBR provides adaptive solutions by systematic comparison between
current coalition and the stored institutions.

4 Related Work
There is little previous work on DEIs. Currently there is a work in progress [19] that
is focused on the extension of electronic institutions with autonomic capabilities to
allow them to yield a dynamical answer to changing circumstances, through the
adaptation of their norms. The authors use a genetic algorithm to learn the best
parameters for a population of agents. It is a very interesting approach that could
complement our work.
Recently, there is an increasing interest on organisational self-design. In [20], the
authors affirm that “we must move from an agent-centric view of coordination and
control to an organisation-centric one. However, in order to be able to adapt and
evolve, this latter will need to coexist with dynamic and (partially) emergent
organisation, based on the former”. However, although there are many practical
applications being developed, there is need for formal theories to describe dynamic
organisational structures.
In [21], a general view of the reorganisation problem, within a multi-agent system,
is presented. The authors present a reorganisation model where agents have autonomy
to change their organisations. Their approach is based on the MOISE+, which is an
organisational model for multi-agent systems based on notions like roles, groups, and
missions.
An interesting approach to organisational design is proposed in [22], where the
authors present a distributed algorithm that uses an underlying organisation to guide
coalition formation.
Our approach is closely related to the concept of Contractual Agent Societies [23],
a metaphor for building open information systems where agents configure themselves
automatically through a set of dynamically negotiated social contracts. In [14] we
have studied the adoption of institutional components through an electronic contract.
In this article we have not examined Virtual Organisations [15, 16, 24]. This
concept is closely related to electronic institutions and coalition formation. In fact, in
our opinion, VOs could be described in terms of DEIs, although their architectures
and implementations are usually directed to a specific application domain: B2B
electronic commerce. We believe that in someway VOs could be considered as a subgroup of DEIs which are more general. In one study [15] the authors work towards
the development of an agent-based electronic institution providing a virtual normative
environment that assists and regulates the creation and operation of VOs. Their work
confirms our idea, because they prove that VOs can be conceived as DEIs. An
interesting approach to VOs is proposed in [24], where authors try to formalise VOs
and contracts based on commitments.
Finally, there is an approach that studies the dynamic selection of coordination
mechanisms among autonomous agents [25]. The authors presented a framework that
enables autonomous agents to dynamically select the mechanism they employ in order
to coordinate their inter-related activities.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this article, we have presented a brief summary of our previous work on DEIs (the
general model and the CBR approach) and we have introduced a formalisation of our
DEIs model. This formalisation provides us with a preliminary theoretical framework
for working with institutions that are dynamic, automatic, temporary, and adaptive.
In our previous works we presented an exploratory work [13] that was focused on
the simulation of Operations Other Than War (OOTW) using a first version of our
DEIs model. Our first experiments were very simple, but the preliminary results were
encouraging. They used a centralized CBR approach on the OOTW domain, and
showed that the foundation phase is feasible, and that the DEI lifecycle can be fully
implemented.
Currently, we are centring our efforts on the implementation of a framework for
DEIs. It will follow our general model and the formalisation presented in this paper.
We are using Repast to implement it, and we would like to use it in another
application domain: digital business ecosystems (DBEs). We have recently presented
a work in this direction [14].
We are using a CBR approach in the foundation phase, but we do not rule out
alternative approaches like meta-institutions or genetic algorithms. A Meta-Institution
could provide general modules (norms, ontologies, protocols, etc.), which have to be
instantiated in order to build specific DEIs.
At this moment, we are involved in the ONE Project (Open Negotiation
Environment [26]), which tries to enrich digital business ecosystems with an open,
decentralised negotiation environment. As we have said before, we would like to use
our DEIs model to enable these digital business ecosystems.
Acknowledgments. This research was partially funded by EU project Nº 34744 ONE:
Open Negotiation Environment, FP6-2005-IST-5, ICT-for Networked Businesses.
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Abstract. Electronic institutions are software frameworks integrating normative
environments where agents interact to create mutual commitments. Contracts
are formalizations of business commitments among groups of agents, and
comprise a set of applicable norms. An electronic institution acts as a trusted
third-party that monitors contract compliance, by integrating in its normative
environment the contractual norms, which are applicable to the set of
contractual partners. In this paper we present and explore a contract model that
facilitates contract establishment by taking advantage of an institutional
normative background. Furthermore, the model is flexible enough to enable the
expansion of the underlying normative framework, making it applicable to a
wide range of contracting situations.

1 Introduction
Research on norms and multi-agent systems has grown the Electronic Institution (EI)
concept as the basis for the development of appropriate normative environments.
Such environments are created to establish some kind of social order [4] that allows
successful interactions among heterogeneous and autonomous entities.
As with any recent discipline, however, differences exist between the conceptual
views of the “institutional environment”. Some authors [1] advocate in favor of a
restrictive “rules of the game” approach, where the EI fixes what agents are permitted
and forbidden to do and under what circumstances. In this case norms are a set of
interaction conventions that agents are willing to conform to. Other researchers [2]
take a different standpoint, considering the institution as an external entity that
ascribes institutional powers and normative positions, while admitting norm
violations by prescribing appropriate sanctions. Others still [9] focus on the creation
of institutional reality from speech acts, regarding an agent communication language
as a set of conventions to act on a fragment of that reality.
A common element in each of these approaches is the norm, which enables us to
control the environment, making it more stable and predictable. Arguably, one of the
main distinguishing factors among researchers using norms in institutions is the level
of control one has over agents’ autonomy.
Our own view of electronic institutions (as initiated in [14] and developed in [13])
has got two main features that motivate the present paper. Firstly, the institution
includes a set of services that are meant to assist (not only regulate) agent interaction
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and the creation of new normative relationships. This means we do not take the
environment as static from a normative point of view (as seems to be the case in [1]).
New commitments may be established among agents, through contract negotiation (as
also noted by [3]); the resulting contracts comprise a set of applicable norms.
Additionally, part of the aforementioned assistance is achieved by enriching the
institutional environment with a supportive normative framework. This will allow
contracts to be underspecified, relying on default norms that compose the institution’s
normative environment where the contract will be supervised.
In this paper we present and explore the definition of a contract model that takes
advantage of an institutional normative framework. The model is flexible enough to
encompass contracts of varying degrees of complexity. A contract is established with
support of the normative background and relying on a model of institutional reality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the
institutional environment that supports the contract model presented in this paper.
Section 3 addresses the contract model itself, including its motivation and detailing its
constituent parts. The model tries to take advantage of the underlying environment
while at the same time enabling the expansion of the normative framework. Section 4
explains contract handling within our electronic institution framework, focusing on
the representation of contracts in a computational way. Finally, section 5 concludes
by highlighting the main features of our approach.

2 Institutional Environment
The notion of multi-agent systems assumes the existence of a common environment,
where agent interactions take place. Recently more attention is being given to the
environment as a first-class entity [17]. In the case of electronic institutions, they
provide an environment whose main task is to support governed interaction by
maintaining the normative state of the system, embracing the norms applicable to
each of the interacting agents.
In order to accomplish such task, in our approach [13] the EI is responsible for
recording events that concern institutional reality. This reality is partially constructed
by attributing institutional semantics to agent interactions.
As mentioned before, we seek to have an EI environment with a supportive
normative framework. For this, norms are organized in a hierarchical structure,
allowing for norm inheritance as “default rules” [5].
2.1 Elements of Institutional Reality
The institutional environment embraces a set of events composing a reality based on
which the normative state of the system is maintained. Norm compliance is monitored
consistently with those events, which can be grouped according to their source:
− Agent-originated events: in our approach, norm compliance detection is based on
the assumption that it is in the best interest of agents to publicize their abidance to
commitments. They do so by provoking the achievement of corresponding
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institutional facts (as described in [13]), which represent an institutional
recognition of action execution.
− Environment events: norms prescribe obligations when certain situations arise. In
order to monitor norm compliance, the institutional environment applies a set of
rules that obtain certain elements of institutional reality, including the fulfillment
and violation of obligations. While fulfillment acknowledgement is based on
institutional facts, violations are detected by keeping track of time, using
appropriate time ticks. Both norms and rules may use institutional facts as input.
Rules also allow obtaining new institutional facts from old ones.
These events are the elements of institutional reality summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Elements of institutional reality

Element
institutional fact
obligation
fulfillment
violation
time

Structure
ifact(<IFact>, <Timestamp>)
obligation(<Agent>, <IFact>, <Deadline>)
fulfilled(<Agent>, <IFact>, <Timestamp>)
violated(<Agent>, <IFact>, <Timestamp>)
time(<Timestamp>)

Because of the normative framework’s organization (as explained in the next
section), elements of institutional reality are contextualized, that is, they report to a
certain context defined inside the institutional background.
Our norm definition is equivalent to the notion of conditional obligation with
deadline found in [8]. In particular, an Ifact (an atomic formula based on a predefined
ontology) as included in an obligation comprises a state of affairs that should be
brought about, the absence of which is the envisaged agent’s responsibility;
intuitively, an achievement of such state of affairs before the deadline fulfills the
obligation. The Deadline indicates a temporal reference at which an unfulfilled
obligation will be considered as violated. Fulfilled or violated obligations will no
longer be in effect. Monitoring rules capture these semantics, by defining causal links
(as described in [7]) between achievements and fulfillments, and between deadlines
and violations.
There is a separation of concerns in norm definition and norm monitoring. The
latter is seen as a context-independent activity. Also, the detection of norm (or,
strictly speaking, obligation) fulfillment or violation is distinguished from repair
measures, which may again be context-dependent (e.g. through contrary-to-duty
obligations). This approach differs from [16], where norms include specific violation
conditions, detection and repair measures.
2.2 Normative Framework
Our view of the EI concept [13] considers the institution as an environment enforcing
a set of institutional norms, but also allowing agents to create mutual commitments by
voluntarily adhering to a set of norms that make those commitments explicit. The EI
will act as a trusted third-party that receives contracts to be monitored and enforced.
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Furthermore, with the intent of facilitating contract formation, we approach the
normative framework using a hierarchical approach, enabling the adoption of contract
law concepts such as the notion of “default rules” [5]. These enable contracts to be
underspecified, relying instead on an established normative background. The
grouping of predefined norms through appropriate contexts also mimics the realworld organization of legislations applicable to specific activities. These norms will
be imposed when the activity they regulate is adhered to by agents.
Our approach consists of organizing norms through contexts. Each contractual
relationship is translated into a new context specifying a set of norms while inheriting
others from the context within which it is raised. The top-level context is the EI itself.
A context definition includes the information presented in Table 2. The supercontext (which may often be the EI itself) indicates where the current context may
inherit norms from, while the context type dictates what kinds of norms are applicable
(those that govern this type of relationship).
Table 2. Context definition information

Component
super-context
type
id
when
who

Description
the context within which this context was created
the type of context
the context identifier
the starting date of the underlying contract
the participants of the underlying contract

The components described in the table are meant to provide structure to our
normative framework. It is the normative environment’s responsibility to use this
structured context representation in order to find applicable norms in each situation.
The specificity of norms will require further information regarding the contract to
which they apply. For this, we consider the explicit separate definition of contextualinformation, which will be dependent on the type of context at hand. For instance, in a
simple purchase contract, the delivery and payment obligations will need information
about who are the vendor and customer, what item is being sold and for what price.

3 Contract Model
This section will provide a description of our proposed contract model. We will start
by providing the main assumptions that guided the approach, and proceed with the
details of each contract piece. The figures illustrating contract sections were obtained
using Altova® XMLSpy®.
3.1 Guidelines
When devising our contract model, we considered the main principles that should
guide this definition. On one hand, as stated before we wanted a model that could take
advantage of an established normative environment; therefore, each contract should
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be obtainable with little effort, and with as few information as possible. On the other
hand, we also wanted to make the contract model as expansible as possible, allowing
for the inclusion of non-predefined information and norms, while still keeping it
processible by the EI environment. This requirement will allow us to apply the EI
platform to different business domains.
The contract model should therefore allow us to:
− Include information necessary for context creation, and additionally any contracttype-dependent information to be used by institutionally defined norms.
− Add contract-specific details that are meant to override default institutional norms,
e.g. by defining contract-specific norms.
− Expand the predicted contract scenarios by enriching the environment’s rules for
institutional fact generation.
The next sections describe how each of these purposes is handled.
3.2 Contract Header
Although, in general, a contract may include rules and norms, in the extreme case a
contract that is to be monitored by the EI may be composed only of its header.
Everything else (including the applicable norms) may be inherited from the EI. This
minimalist case is illustrated in Figure 1, where dotted lines indicate optional
components that we will refer to later. The rounded rectangle with ellipses is a
compositor indicating a sequence of components.

Fig. 1. Generic contract

The contract header (Figure 2) includes mandatory information that is needed for
context definition, namely: the contract id, the creation date (when), and the
participants’ identification (who). The type of contract is optional; if not defined, a
generic context type will be assumed. The super-context is also optional; if omitted,
the general EI context is assumed.
Depending on the contract type, additional information may need to be provided.
This information can be included in a frame-based way: each peace of contractualinfo (Figure 3) has a name and a set of slots (name/value pairs).
Finally, each contract may indicate the state-of-affairs according to which the
contract will be terminated. The structure of ending-situation is analogous to the
situation component of a norm definition (as described in the following section).
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Fig. 2. Contract header

Fig. 3. Contract-type-dependent contractual-info

3.3 Adding Contract-Specific Norms
One way of escaping the default institutional normative setting is by defining norms
that are to be applied to a particular contract instance. This is irrelevant of the contract
having or not a type as indicated in its heading. A contract of a certain type will
inherit institutional norms that are applicable to that type of contract as long as no
other contract-specific norms override them. A contract with no type at all will need
its norms to be defined in the contract instance.
In our conceptualization, a norm prescribes obligation(s) when a certain state-ofaffairs is verified (Figure 4). A name is given for norm identification purposes.

Fig. 4. Contractual norm
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The situation may be described by institutional reality elements (except
obligations) and access contractual-info. Figure 5 includes a choice compositor for
situation elements, which may be combined by the logical connectives and, or, and
not. Relational conditions may be included to compare numeric values.

Fig. 5. Situation assessment

The situation elements ifact, fulfilled and violated match the corresponding
institutional reality elements (see Figure 6 and Table 1), as does time.

Fig. 6. Situation elements from institutional reality

The prescription of norms indicates obligations (Figure 7), which have a similar
structure to the corresponding institutional reality element.
The usage of institutional reality elements and contractual-info inside norms is
allowed to use variable bindings inside appropriate patterns (e.g. within facts and
according to the employed ontology), such that they can be referred to in other norm
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components. In the future our schema definition will evolve to make this more precise
(getting input from other XML rule languages such as RuleML or JessML). For now,
we simply assume that variables may appear anywhere inside the mentioned elements
and starting with a question mark (‘?’), which is Jess’s syntax [10].

Fig. 7. Obligation prescription

When including norms in a contract-specific way, the normative environment will
consider as applicable the most specific norms, that is, those with a narrower scope.
This allows a contract to override predefined norms from a super-context (if
specified). The same approach is taken when defining a contract-specific ending
situation (in the contract header), which may also be predefined for certain context
types.
3.4 Expanding the Creation of Institutional Facts
Following a “counts-as” approach (defining “constitutive rules” [15] or
“empowerments” [12]), we attribute institutional semantics to agent illocutions. That
is, institutional facts, which are part of institutional reality, are created from these
illocutions. This process takes place at an institutional context.
In order to assure the applicability of our environment to different contracting
situations, we also included the possibility of iterating through institutional facts
(although this is also the case in [15], we take a slightly different perspective [13]).
That is, certain contractual situations may consider that certain institutional facts (as
recognized by the EI) are sufficient to infer a new institutional fact. The rules that
allow these inferences to take place are context-dependent and may be specified in a
contract-instance basis (see Figure 8). A rule name is given for identification
purposes.

Fig. 8. Rule definition for institutional facts
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We consider the iterative generation of institutional facts as context-dependent
because it allows contract fulfillment to be adjusted by matters of trust between
contractual partners or due to business specificities. Thus, it may be the case that only
in specific contractual relationships some institutional fact(s) count as another one.
This approach also enhances the expansibility of the system, not restricting norm
definition to the institutional fact ontology defined in the preexistent fact-generating
rules. It may be the case that a contract defines new institutional facts through these
rules and also incorporates norms that make use of them.

4 Contract Handling in the Electronic Institution
The contract model described in the previous section comprises an XML schema from
which contracts are drafted in the contract negotiation phase. The EI provides a
negotiation mediation service for this purpose. After this, the negotiation mediator
hands over the contract to a notary service, who collects signatures from the involved
agents. After this process is completed, the notary requests the EI to include the
contract in its normative environment. The contractual norms will then be part of the
normative state of the system, and the EI will be responsible for maintaining this state
by monitoring the compliance of the involved agents. Figure 9 illustrates this process.

Fig. 9. Contract handling

4.1 From XML to a Computational Contract Representation
In order to achieve a computational normative environment, a declarative language
was chosen for norm representation and processing. Furthermore, in order to facilitate
communication with the rest of the agents, the EI includes an agent personifying the
institution itself and its normative environment. This agent includes an instance of a
Jess rule-engine [10], which is responsible for maintaining the normative state of the
system and to apply a set of procedures concerning the system’s operation.
Hence, in order to allow its processing by the normative environment, the XML
contract undergoes a process of transformation into appropriate Jess constructs. (see
Figure 10). The Jess language includes a set of frame-like constructs.
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XML Contract

Jess constructs

<contract …>
<header>
<id>x</id>
<when>…</when>
<who>…</who>
<super>…</super>
<type>…</type>
…
</header>
<rules>…</rules>
<norms>…</norms>
</contract>

(defmodule x)
(context
(super-context …)
(id x) (when …) (who …) )

(…
(context x) …)
(deftemplate x::…
…)
(defrule x::…
…)
…

Fig. 10. From XML to Jess

The generated Jess code will be added to the Jess engine, and comprises
information regarding the contract creation (which includes a Jess module definition
and a context construct), optional contextual-info (and associated Jess template
definitions), and applicable rules and norms (defined as Jess rules).
A rule-based approach to norm representation and monitoring is also pursued in
[11]. However, those authors seem to implement in a backward-chaining logic
program the semantics of a forward-chaining production system. We follow a more
intuitive approach by employing a forward-chaining shell.
4.2 Norm Monitoring and Inheritance
The module definition and the structured context representation (using super-context
relations), are the cornerstones for enabling norm inheritance. Norms are defined
inside the module representing the contract’s context (that is what the “x::” after
defrule stands for, where x is the module/context name). When applying rules, the
Jess engine looks at a focus stack containing modules where to search rules for firing.
When no rules are ready to fire in the module at the top of the stack, that module is
popped and the next one becomes the focus module.
Exploiting this mechanism, we implemented rules that manage the focus stack and
thereby enable the application of the most specific norms in the first place. The event
that triggers these rules is the occurrence of a new institutional reality element (IRE),
which as explained before pertains to a certain context.
The Jess engine will therefore be guided to look for a module where there is an
applicable rule taking the IRE as input. It will start at the IRE’s module, and go up
one level until the top (main) module is reached or the IRE is processed.
This initial exploitation of Jess’s features enabled us to start building a proof-ofconcept regarding our approach to norm inheritance in a hierarchical normative
structure. Further refinements will allow us to configure the system concerning
monitoring responsiveness and the integration of social extensions like reputation
mechanisms.
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5 Conclusions
The EI concept has been approached from different perspectives. Considering the
increasing importance of multi-agent system environments [17], the EI can be seen as
an interaction-mediation infrastructure maintaining the normative state of the system.
One of the most important principles of our approach is the assumption of a nonstatic normative environment; this means that we depart from a more conservative
view of norms seen as a set of preexistent interaction conventions that agents are
willing to comply with (as in the adscription approach of [1]). We pursue an EI that
provides a supportive normative framework whose main purpose is to facilitate the
establishment of further commitments among a group of contracting agents.
The possibility of having an underlying normative framework, from which norms
may be inherited, is a distinguishing feature of our approach, as is the “loose
coupling” between norms and contrary-to-duties. Also, the institution includes norm
monitoring policies that span all created contracts. This is in contrast with other
approaches, namely [16], where these policies and repair measures are spread among
the norms themselves.
The hierarchical organization of norms takes inspiration in the real-world. The
most useful case for “default rules” [5] is in defining contrary-to-duty situations,
which typically should be not likely to occur. For this reason, such situations are not
dealt with in each contractual agreement, and parties usually recur to law systems that
include default procedures [6].
In this paper we presented our approach towards the definition of a contract model
that can exploit such an environment. The model was devised taking into account two
aims: it should be easy to compose a new contract, by taking advantage of an
institutional normative background; and it should be possible to improve on the EI’s
environment in order to make it applicable to different business domains.
We are confident that we have met both these goals. In our model, a minimalist
contract may be limited to header information including the contract participants and
contractual-info that describes the negotiated objects. On the other hand, a complex
unnoticed contractual relationship may be defined using our contract model, by
exploiting the whole structure including contract-specific norms and institutional fact
generating rules. The next steps of this work include exploring the developed contract
model through different contracting scenarios.
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9NHKÕ»7C;>EcbG7:dU[ bGdB7:X)×Åã19NÒTÙ]ÚhÙ½ínH b:RB9<E´Õ»7C;D=XiàSFW7G\¤I[ F8F>7CÓK9<HU;zb:9NFWHØ;zbb:RBXHBX b`à|F>7:\æM<;}5WX7]I
à"RBX7:XA856;ÁRBFE`b9OE¯[CRBFEcXiH6bGF;>[ b®;WE³7:XMO;}5 Õ»F>7®YB7GFWYU;DÒ;zb:9NHBÒ²=´X]EGE:;DÒWXiE bGRB7:F>dBÒWR6bGRUX
HBX b`à|F>7:\¤I=;>YUEà"9b:R6;[ F8F>7CÓK9<HU;zb:F>7|7GFWMNX;zbb:RBX;DYBYUMN9O[;DbG9<F>H M<;}5WX7]Ù
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 ©8© >l  ~«1lCzvnocfj~ÆClCª1uzuiocª>~8fv`~uiÁ¬o`pcqv`lCp:v`>o`l
 Â Ìcù ÷!"cÌ"Ï¤üÊBÐcÌ¬É$#CÌË&%åù(Ê8ù*ËBÌøù*É³ù(Ì¬Î¯þ ÷Âøù*ÉSÊBþ
' HBXFDÕKb:RBX¬\WX5[ F8FW7:ÓK9<HU;DbG9<F>HYB7:F>ABM<X= 9NH#ÓK9<E:;>EcbGXi7*=;DHT;DÒ>Xi=XHb*9OEbGRUXSRBXbGXi7GFWÒ>XHUX9Nb`5
FDÕb:RBX#YUM<;}5WX7CE 9<HaWF>M<a>X]ÓÙs^ F>M<XiE¯YB7GFza89OÓKX#; [ FWHaWXHB9<XHb;²YB7:9<F>7:9ÓKX][ F>=YsFWEG9b:9NFWHÄF>Õ¬;
b:;>EG\;DHTÓ ;D7:X;Ä\WX5[ F8FW7:ÓK9<HU;DbG9<F>Hæb:FFWM î(Ù^"FWMNX]E[;DHØATXa89<Xà|XiÓXi9b:RBX7;WE%âUé8X]Ó
EcM<FDbCES9<H;b:Xi;D=0E`b:7GdU[ bGdB7:X¯bGRU;Db";>7GX¯âUM<MNX]Ó²A85Á;>Ò>XHbCESFW7YU;D7Gb|F>Õ;DH;DÒWXHb*) ESATXiRU;}a89NFW7
7GXiYTXi7cb:F>9<7GX9<H´9Nb:E7GXiM<;DbG9<F>HUEGRB9<YUEà"9b:RFDbGRUX7¬;>Ò>XHbCE*b:RU;zb|[;DHÓKXbGX7:=9NHUXbGRBX³EcbG7:dU[ bGdB7:X
FDÕ*;b:Xi;>= ÙÛRBX¯ÓBXi[ 9OEG9NFWH²[ FW=´YUMNXé89Nb`5#Õ»F>7SbGRBX¯7GFWMNX³;>MNM<FK[;DbG9<F>HFDÕ ;>Ò>XiHWbCE½b:F bC;>EG\8E
9<E O(p ) à"RBXi7GX T 9OEbGRUXH8dB=%AsX7¯FDÕbGX];D=E"FDÕEG9NÔiX t b:RU;zb®[;DHNAsX%EGXM<Xi[hb:XiÓ Õ»p7:F>= N
;DÒ>XiHb:E*+
T

 
N


case 1 : homogeneous agents
 t

T = 
N +t+1


case 2 : heterogeneous agents

t

¶· ¸

9<ESb:RBX¯H8dB=#ATXi7FDÕ*7:F>M<XiES9NH ;b:Xi;D=äà"RU9<[CR =´9<Ò>RbHBFDb"[ FW7G7:XiEGYsF>HUÓ´b:F%b:RBX¯H8dB=#ATXi7FDÕ
D; Ò>XiHb:E N ÙKínH bGRBXâU7CEcb"[i;>EGX>I P t ≤ N, ;DÒWXHb:E|RU;}aWX®ÓK9OEcbG9<HU[hb]IB=%dKb:dU;DM<MN5ÖX éB[ M<dUEG9NaWX
7GFWMNX]EÙ(ínHbGRBX EcX][ F>HTÓ)[i;>EGX>I1;DÒ>XiHb:EâUM<M;6H8dB=%AsX7#FDÕ"HBF>Hæ=#dKbGdT;DM<MN5ÖX éB[ M<dUEG9NaWX7GFWMNX]E
×»9Ù XWÙS;DH ;>Ò>XiHWb²[i;DHLYsX7GÕ»F>7:= ;æH8dB=#ATXi7²F>Õ®7:F>M<XiE9<Hå;)b:Xi;D=ÁÚ ÙSÛRBXÄ[F>=YBM<X éK9Nb`5Ø9<H
7GFWMNX ;>MNM<FK[;zb:9NFWHEG[i;DM<XiE½dBYà"9NbGRRUX bGXi7GFWÒ>XiHBXFWdUE½;DÒWXHb:E½à"RUX7:XbGRBX¯=;>YBYB9<HBÒFDÕ(;>Ò>XHbCE
bGF7GFWMNX]E9<EFWHBX ÖbGF>Ö=;>H5WÙÛRBXAU;>EG9<[;>Ò>XHbM<FFWYÄÕ»FW77GFWMNX;>MNM<FK[;zb:9NFWHÄ9<HæÓK9<EcbG7:9<ABdKbGX]Ó
[ F8F>YsX7C;zb:9NaWX®EG5KE`b:X=E9<E"ÓBXiE:[ 7:9NAsXiÓ 9<H?³MNÒTÙ,>Ù
ÛRBX.-®7:XX]ÓK5ZÝ8X b%PSFza>Xi7¯;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB=09OE;ÁAU;WEc9O[=;Db:[CRB9<HBÒ ;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB=0Õ»F>7Ò>XiHBX7C;DM<9NÔiXiÓ
7GFWMNX;DM<MNFK[i;zbG9<F>HÄFDÕSRUX bGXi7GFWÒ>XiHBXFWdUE¯;>Ò>XiHWbCE³7:dBHBHU9NHBÒ9<HºYsF>M<58HBF>=9O;DM1bG9<=X>Ù(ÛRB9OE9OE®;>H
;DYBYB7:F}éK9N=;DbGX®=;Db:[CRB9<HBÒ;DM<Ò>FW7G9NbGRU=/ ð((bGRU;Db"âUHUÓBE"bGRBX=9<HB9N=#dB=QEcXb"[Fza>Xi7SÕ»FW7 ;MN9OEcb
FDÕ"7GX]EcFWdB7C[ XiEHUXXiÓBXiÓ)bGFZ;W[[F>=YBM<9<EGRæ;b:;WEc\ºÒ>9<a>XH)b:RBXÁ9<HB9b:9<;>MS[i;DYU;>AB9NM<9NbG9<XiEF>Õ ;6EcXb
FDÕ";DÒ>XiHb:EEGF>7GbGX]ÓÄ9<Hæ=;zéK9N=;>M½b:;WEc\)[ Fza>Xi7:;>Ò>X#F>7CÓKX7Á×Åã9<ÒUÙê>Ú Ù(ínH;>ÓBÓB9b:9NFWH(I*;6EG=;>MNM

t

T
i i
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20 143658794:*;=<?>A@ ;>EG9<[;>Ò>XHbMNF8FWY²Õ»FW7 [ F8F>YsX7C;zb:9NaWX®ÓK9OEcbG7:9NABdBbGXiÓEG5KE`b:X=E
BDCFEHG IJGKELG*MNPO(QFNFCPE(QRCFS*TNQDOC
MUDELGDVC ← EODWLC
OQKWI(XLB
Z*[JGFNFC]\4←IQRY ECFOK^_G`ILMFELGFQ I&UFQKI(XLGKELGFQKI_abX(Q
GKc]\dM(UDELGKVCaE*[LCDI
B*CDIJBDCeCDI(VLGDOQKI*^JCDIE
Mh(UDEeMUUFQ*OX(G I(fgE(QROQNFC
O(QFM*XLU*M(BDEiG Ic(Q*OK^JM*ELGFQKIHE(QjILC(GDf*[ h Q*OLB
M(UDELGKVC ← cMNB*C
CNB*C
OCMFXPh I(C(GDf*[ h Q*OLB8klILCDZmG I(c(QDOK^JMFELG*QKIonpGDcqMKI(r
XCNG CFOMFECHMKI(XHB*CN*C(UDEqO(QFNFC
M(UDELGKVC EO*WLC
CKI(XLGDc ←
OQKWI(XLBDss
CKI(XPZF[JG*NFC

TY XiHU;DMNb`59OE½Ò>9<a>XiH%b:F[i;DYU;>AB9<MN9NbG9<XiEHBF>b7GXiMNXiaz;DHbb:FbGRBXbC;>EG\¤ÙDÛRBX"YB7:X Õ»X7:XHT[ XSÕ»F>7;®b:;WEc\
9<E³YB7GFWYTFW7cb:9NFWHU;DM(bGFÁ9Nb:E®[ FzaWX7C;DÒ>X;DHTÓbGRBX%YB7GXÕ»X7:XHU[XFDÕb:RBX#;>Ò>XHbCE EcXiMNX][hb:XiÓÕ»FW7 bGRUX
b:;>EG\¤IKXHUEGdB7:9NHUÒ[F>==9b:=XHb"bGF=FWEcbGM<5²[ FW=YBMNXbGX]Ó²bC;>EG\KEÙ

t ©*uU©ov o`lClhªDw >l:v 1ug]l:o"u  fvcfmn ª>lCpCu  Ku]mnlhª~zv`u.w#mnWtWvcfmn>m®¶»ªWuiv`mc¸~v`q #f]lCzv`m
f8ª%u]l"u g}lGo`jNfWWphf8fitW~jvÅwz
x  ùoy$Ðú>ÿ)ù*ÉSÊ8ËUüzGÐ|{ù*ÍèÿºÌÌËUÍ¯ÐcÉ ü1ÊBÐ`ÌSÉ0÷!cøÌËUÐ`Ê_}by$þ

Ý8X=9NÖ[XHbG7C;DM<9NÔiXiÓ ;DM<Ò>F>7:9NbGRB=ESàSXi7GX¯Õ»F>dBHTÓ²b:FATXAsFDbGRYB7C;>[ bG9O[;>Ms;>HUÓ²XáÁ[ 9<XHb"9NH bGRUX
M<;>7GÒWX ÖnEG[i;DM<XS[ F8FW7:ÓK9<HU;DbG9<F>H%F>Õs;>Ò>XHbCE~ òFs;DHUÓ#MNXiHUÓ#bGRBXi=EcXiMNaWXiEà|XM<M8bGFbGRUX"à"9<ÓKXiMN5%dUEcX]Ó
[ F>Hb:7:;W[hbHUX b½YB7:FDbGFK[F>MÙ]ÛRBX|M<Xa>XiM8FDÕsEGYsXi[ 9NâT[9b`59<Hb:RBXYBM<;>HBHB9<HBÒ®FDÕTMO;D7:Ò>X¬Ò>7:F>dBYUE1ÓKF8XiE
HBFDbX é8bGXiHUÓb:F 9<HUÓK9<a89<ÓKdT;DM1ATXiRU;}a89NFW7:EiÙTÜ®4ZÞ^ YUM<;>HBHB9<HBÒ²9<HZb:RBX¯;zb:9NFWHU;DM^"XiEGYsF>HUEGX
ëM<;>HA ô8YB7GFza89OÓKXiEEcYsXi[9âs[Ò>dU9<ÓKXiMN9<HBX]E*;zbbGRBX|M<FzàSX]E`b*ÒWXFWÒ>7C;DYBRB9O[;>MD;DHUÓF>7:ÒW;DHU9NÔ];zbG9<F>HT;DM
MNXia>XM®ABdKbM<Xi;}a>X]E7:FFW= Õ»F>7 EGXMNÕ ÖF>7:ÒW;DHU9NÔ];zbG9<F>H*ÙSÝ8X=9NÖ[XHbG7C;DM<9<Ôi;zb:9NFWHÂbGRB7:F>dUÒ>RÂbGX];D=
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Õ»F>7:=;DbG9<F>HLXiHU;DABM<XiEÁbGRBX)[ FWHWb:9NH8dBFWdUE²[F>HbG7:F>M³FDÕ%ÓKX][ XHb:7:;>MN9<ÔX]Ó ÓBXi[ 9OEG9NFWHKÖ=;>\9<HBÒýb:F
;>[CRB9<XaWXYBMO;DHBHBX]ÓFWAK_`Xi[ bG9<a>XiE;DHUÓ%=;D9<HWbC;D9<H%EG9b:dU;zb:9NFWH%;}à|;>7GXiHBXiE:E¤b:RB7GFWdBÒ>R#ÓB;zbC;"Õ»dUEG9NFWH
;zb b:RBXÒ>M<F>AT;DM(M<XaWXMÙUJ)XâU7CE`b¯ÓBXiE:[ 7:9NAsX;Á[ 5K[MNXÖAU;WEcX]Ó EGXMNÕ ÖF>7:ÒW;DHU9NÔi9NHBÒ;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB=@Õ»FW7
bGRBX"Õ»FW7G=;DbG9<F>HFDÕc[MNdTE`b:X7RBX];>ÓBE| ;DHUÓ#bGRUXHF>dU7X é8bGXiHUEG9NFWH´F>Õ¤bGRB9OE¬;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB= bGFb:;D\WX
9NHbGF;W[[ FWdBHb"XH8a89N7:F>HB=XiHWbC;DMÓKXi=;>HUÓBEiÙ
o > 5`b=J7380.:F98l1*:*J794=3j94J7_7;|b0AlR
021385879:F;<
ÛRBX¯Ño¬?³P|ß ;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB=¡õs9OES;#E`b:FK[CRU;>EcbG9O[³;WÓB;DYKb:9NaWX³;DM<Ò>FW7G9NbGRU=Õ»FW7SXiHBX7:Ò>5ÖX áÁ[ 9<XHb
[ F>==#dBHB9O[;zb:9NFWH²9<H²à"9<7GXiMNX]EGEEGXHUEGF>7|HBXb`àSFW7G\KES9NH²bGRBX®b:;WEc\Á;>MNM<FK[;DbG9<F>H²F>Õ;DÒWÒ>7:XÒ;zbG9<HBÒ
;DHUÓÄ7GFWdKbG9<HBÒ =´X]EGE:;DÒWXiE¯AU;>[C\b:F²b:RBXAU;>EGXE`bC;zbG9<F>H × @ ÝBÚ Ù @ X][;>dUEcX#FDÕSbGRBXM<9N=9Nb:;zb:9NFWH
F>HÂAU;zbGbGXi7G5YsFzà|X7]IbGRBX6bC;>EG\ EGRBF>dBMOÓ ATXZÕ¹;D9<7GM<5 ÓK9OE`b:7G9<ABdKb:XiÓL;>=´FWHBÒºbGRBXZHUF8ÓBXiEiÙínH
;>ÓBÓK9NbG9<F>H*I;>Ò>ÒW7GXiÒW;zb:9NHUÒ6bGRBXÓB;Db:;ÄbGF)7GX]ÓKdU[ X HBFW9<EGX AsX Õ»FW7GXEGXHUÓK9<HBÒ)9bb:FÄb:RBX @ Ý9<E
=´FW7GXXáÁ[ 9<XHbiÙ¤^"FDbC;zb:9NHBÒb:RB9OE¢G[ M<dUEcbGX7³RBXi;WÓJ7:F>M<X%;>=´FWHBÒbGRUXHBFKÓKXiE³à"9NM<M1=´9<HB9<=9NÔiX
bGRBXZFzaWX7C;DM<M"XHBXi7GÒW5Ø[F>HUEGdB=XiÓÂ;DHTÓL;DM<MNFzà0bGRBXÄAU;zbGbGX7:5 YsFzà|X7b:FÒ>XbÁ7GXiYBMNXiHB9OEcRBX]Ó
bGRB7:F>dBÒWREcFWM<;>7XHBXi7GÒW5>Ù>? 7GFWdBHUÓ´9NHb:RBX¯;>MNÒWF>7:9b:RB=9<HU[MNdUÓBXiE¬;EGX b:dBYYBRU;WEcX³XiEcb:;DAUMN9OEcRBÖ
9NHBÒ¯;|bG7C;DHUEG=9<E:Ec9<F>HE:[CRBXiÓKdUMNX½b:F"=;zéK9N=9<ÔX½AU;>HUÓKà"9OÓ8bGR%dKbG9<MN9<Ôi;DbG9<F>H;DHTÓ;"E`b:Xi;>ÓB5WÖnEcb:;zb:X
YBRU;>EGX³à"RUX7:X¯ÓB;Db:;%Õ»dUEc9<F>H²F8[i[ dB7CE|;DHUÓb:RBX;DÒWÒ>7:XÒW;DbGX]Ó%=XiE:E:;DÒ>X]E¬;>7GX®;>[hb:dU;DM<M<5#b:7:;>HUEcÖ
=´9Nbcb:XiÓÙKíb"9OE;>E:EcdB=X]ÓbGRU;DbbGRBX®YTXi7:[XHb:;>Ò>X¯FDÕ*HBFKÓKX]ESbGRU;Db"EGRBFWdBM<ÓÁb:;>\>X³dUY²b:RB9<E|7:F>M<X
9<E\8HBFzà"H ;#YU7G9<F>7:9¤A5b:RBX;DÒWXHb:EiÙ8? H6;DÒWXHb ;>E:EcdB=X]E¬b:RBX7GFWMNX®FDÕ,c[MNdTE`b:X7RBXi;WÓJ®9NÕ
bGRBXEcbGFK[CRU;WE`b:9<[®YB7:F>AU;>AB9<MN9Nb`59<E ATXiMNFzà ;%b:RB7:XiEGRBiF>MOÓ T IBÓKX b:X7:=´9<HBX]Ó ;WE|Õ»F>M<MNFzà E*+

Å× êWÚ
0
à"RBX7:X P 9OE*bGRBXÓKXiEG9<7GX]ÓYTXi7:[XHb:;>Ò>XF>ÕT[ M<dUEcbGXi7RBX];>ÓBE\8HBFzà"H%;³YB7G9<F>7:9I r 9OE*b:RBX[ dB7:7GXiHb
7GFWdBHUÓIU;>HUÓ G 9<E bGRBX#EcXb³FDÕ;DÒWXHb:E"bGRU;Db³RU;}a>XHUFDb³AsXXiHZ[ M<dUE`b:X7 RUXi;>ÓUE"Õ»F>7"b:RBXYU;WE`b
7GFWdBHUÓBEiÙ*íÕ AsXM<FzàïbGRB7:XiEGRBFWM<ÓI*bGRBX ;DÒWXHbà"9NM<M;>ÓKaWX7GbG9OEcX9Nb:E´EcXi7Ga89O[ X]EÙ ' b:RBX7:à"9OEcXWI
bGRBX³;>Ò>XiHWbCE½XM<Xi[ bS;>EbGRBXi9N7SMNX];>ÓKXi7½bGRUX³[ M<FWEGXiEcb¬;DÒWXHb¬;>[i[ F>7CÓK9<HBÒ®bGFb:RBX¯;WÓKa>Xi7cb:9<EGX=XiHWbCE
7GX][ X9<a>X]ÓÙ
T (i) =

(

P
1−P ∗(r mod P1 )

if i ∈ G
otherwise

1
P

o¤£ b¥,:*F9456&58¦:*;=]§0A¨©021385879:*;=<
ÛRBX Ño¬?³P|ßQ;DM<Ò>FW7G9NbGRB= ;WEGEGdB=XiE%bGRT;zbZ×|}Úb:RBX6;>[hb:9Naz;DbG9<F>H YsX7C[ XiHb:;DÒWX²9OE´Ò>9<a>XHØ;
YB7G9<F>7:9B;DHTÓ ×ê>Úb:RBX ;>[ bG9<a};DbG9<F>HÓKdB7C;zb:9NFWH´ÓBdB7G9<HBÒà"RB9O[CR;EG[CRBX]ÓKdBM<X9<E½YU7GFWYU;DÒ;zbGX]Ó%;>HUÓ
=´X]EGE:;DÒWXiES;D7:X³b:7:;>HUEc=9Nbcb:XiÓb:F%b:RBXAU;>EGX¯Ecb:;DbG9<F>H 9<ESâBéKXiÓ(Ù8ÛRU9<E|à|F>7:\8ESà|XM<MTÕ»FW7|EGXHTEcFW7
HBX b`à|F>7:\KE#×¹X>Ù ÒUÙdBHB=;>HBHBXiÓ);DXi7G9O;DMaWXRB9O[ M<XiECÚ à"RUX7:X%b:RBXH8dB=%AsX7FDÕ|HBFKÓKXiE9OE\8HBFzà"H
9NH ;>ÓKaz;DHT[ X ;>HUÓæb:RBX F>HBM<5æ=9<E:Ec9<F>H 9<E#bGF)7:XYsF>7Gb#AU;W[C\ºb:FZb:RBX @ ÝÙ1ÛRB9OE;DM<Ò>FW7G9NbGRB=
HBXX]ÓBEbGF²ATX;WÓB;DYKb:XiÓ b:FÁ;>[hb³;WE ;7:XMO;}5Á9NHZ;=FWAB9NM<X;>Ó RBFK[HBXb`àSFW7G\º×»9Ù XWIBbG7C;DHTEc=9Nb
=´X]EGE:;DÒWXiEÕ»7GFW=$;>H85#HBFKÓKX¯bGF´;DH85´FDbGRUX7|HBFKÓKXiECÚ¬;>HUÓb:F#;DdBbGF>HUF>=F>dUEGM<5´;WÓ}_`dUEcb¬bGF#bGRUX
HdU=%AsX7FDÕ³HUF8ÓBXiE#9NH bGRBXHBXb`àSFW7G\¤ÙÛRUX²b:9N=X9NHb:X7:a};>M|;>MNM<FK[;DbGXiÓæbGF)ATX;ªG[ M<dUEcbGXi7
RBXi;WÓJHBXX]Ó6HBFDb®ATX´M<9N=9NbGXiÓ6bGF ; Ec9<HBÒWMNXb:7:;>HUEG=´9OE:Ec9<F>H bGF²bGRBX @ Ý;DHUÓZRU;>E³bGF²;WÓB;DYBb
bGF´bGRBXHUXXiÓUE"FDÕbGRBXHBXb`àSFW7G\¤Ù
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HdU=%AsX7¬F>Õ¤;>Ò>XiHWbCE½7:Xi;>[CRUXiÓ#Fza>X7b:RBX b:FDbC;DMBH8dB=#ATXi7¬FDÕ;DÒWXHb:EMNF8F>\89<HBÒÕ»F>7bGRBX³EGX7:a89<[X
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)
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LEACH vs. ATF Static Coverage, 100x100 grid
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t  ©KÌT© ±¤fDÍ>u]Wu  wu  pCuzuocªW~8f v`uimnu]j~Wv`~ui°z8fij~vw
bGRBX;DAUEGXHT[ XF>ÕnÕ¹;>9NM<dB7:XiE|CIUÕ»F>7³XéB;D=YBM<X%HBXiÒW;zb:9NaWX9<HWb:X7C;>[ bG9<F>HUE¯EcdU[CRº;>E³[F>M<MN9OEG9NFWHUE FW7
MNFE`b¬=X]EGE:;DÒWXiEiÙDã9<Ò>dU7GX ð9<M<MNdUEcbG7C;zb:XiEbGRBX"bC;zéKF>HUF>=%5#FDÕ([ F8FW7:ÓK9<HU;DbG9<F>HEcFWMNdKb:9NFWHÁçdU;DM<9b`5
9NHYBdB7CEGdB9b"Ò;D=XiEiÙ
?@[ FW=%AB9<HBXiÓæ[F8F>7CÓK9NHT;zbG9<F>HýçdU;DM<9Nb`5Ä=Xi;WEcdB7:X9OE%ÓKXâUHBXiÓæ;WEbGRUX²RU;>7G=F>HU9<[´=Xi;>HæFDÕ
Ò>FW;>M<E;W[CRB9NXia>X]Ó g IB7GX]EcFWdB7C[ XiESX éKYU;>HUÓKX]Ó r ;DHUÓ [ FWMNM<9<EG9<F>HUE c ;>E|Õ»FWMNM<Fzà E§+
¶¹]¸
#Goals Achieved
g=
#Goals
¶Î}¸
#agents
r=
log (#M essages Received + 1) + #agents
¶Ï}¸
#agents
c=
log (#Collisions + 1) + #agents
¶·C}¸
3grc
coordination =
2

2

gr + rc + cg
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Coordination performance, 100x100 grid
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Large-scale Organizational Computing requires
Unstratified Paraconsistency and Reflection
Carl Hewitt
MIT EECS (Emeritus)
at alum.mit.ed try carlhewitt

Abstract. Organizational Computing is a computational model for using the
principles, practices, and methods of human organizations. Organizations of
Restricted Generality (ORGs) have been proposed as a foundation for
Organizational Computing. ORGs are the natural extension of Web Services,
which are rapidly becoming the overwhelming standard for distributed
computing and application interoperability in Organizational Computing. The
thesis of this paper is that large-scale Organizational Computing requires
paraconsistency and reflection for organizational practices, policies, and norms.
Paraconsistency is required because the practices, policies, and norms of
large-scale Organizational Computing are pervasively inconsistent. By the
standard rules of logic, anything and everything can be inferred from an
inconsistency, e.g., “The moon is made of green cheese.” The purpose of
paraconsistent logic is to develop principles of reasoning so that such
irrelevances cannot be inferred while preserving all natural inferences that do
not explode in the face of inconsistency.
Reflection is required in order that the practices, policies, and norms can
mutually refer to each other and make inferences.
Keywords: Co-ordination, Concurrency, Direct Logic, Inconsistency,
Institutions, Mental Agents, Norms, Organizational Computing, ORGs
(Organizations of Restricted Generality), Norms, Paraconsistency, Policies,
Practices, Reflection.

Introduction
Organizational Computing is the metaphor of using an organizational model for
computation; i.e., computers using the principles, methods and practices of human
organizations. Organizations of Restricted Generality (ORGs) have been proposed as
a foundation for Organizational Computing [Hewitt and Inman 1991]. ORGs are the
natural extension of Web Services, which are rapidly becoming the overwhelming
standard for distributed computing and application interoperability in Organizational
Computing. Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, SAP, and just about every Fortune 500
company are betting on Web Services.
The plan of this paper is as follows:
1. Introduce Organizational Computing and ORGs (Organizations of Restricted
Generality) and describe the principles and practices by which they operate.
2. Develop the thesis that inconsistency is the norm for large-scale
Organizational Computing.
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3. Explain the limitations of classical logical reasoning for inconsistent
information.
4. Introduce a system of Direct Logic that provides inference capabilities needed
for large-scale Organizational Computing

Organizational Computing
Organizational Computing is a computational model for using principles, practices,
and methods of human organizations. Organizations of Restricted Generality (ORGs)
have been proposed as a foundation for Organizational Computing. In general
 ORGs mirror the structure of large-scale human organizations.
 ORGs are a natural extension Web Services, which are the standard for
distributed computing and software application interoperability in large-scale
Organizational Computing.
 ORGs are structured by Organizational Commitment [Jennings 1993; Noriega
1997; Singh and Huhns 2005], which is a special case of Physical
Commitment [Hewitt 2006b] that is defined to be information pledged.1
 In many cases, humans will take part in the operation of an ORG. For
example, in a credit card ORG, a particular credit decision may be reviewed
by a human before being decided.

Inconsistency
Computing

is

the

Norm

in

Large-scale

Organizational

The development of Organizational Computing and the extreme dependence of our
society on these systems have introduced new phenomena. These systems have
pervasive inconsistencies among and within the following:
 Norms that express how systems can be used and tested in practice
 Policies that expresses over-arching justification for systems and their
technologies
 Practices that expresses implementations of systems
Different parties are responsible for constructing, evolving, justifying and
maintaining practices, norms, and operations for large-scale Organizational
Computing. In specific cases any one consideration can trump the others. Sometimes
debates over inconsistencies can become quite heated, e.g., between sales,
engineering and finance.
Furthermore there is no evident way to divide up practices, norms, and operations
into meaningful, consistent microtheories for large-scale Organizational Computing.
Organizations such as Microsoft, the US government, and IBM have tens of
thousands of employees pouring over large Organizational Computing systems with
hundreds of millions of lines of documentation, code, and use cases attempting to
cope [Rosenberg 2007].
1

For example organizational authority can be manifested in physical commitment. Possession
of a key enabling decryption of a message manifests authority to read the message. Also, for
example, there is a Microsoft ORG that has the power to sign code that will subsequently be
accepted as authoritative by hundreds of millions of computers.
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Adapting a metaphor that Karl Popper [1962] used for science, the bold structure
of a large Organizational Computing system rises, as it were, above a swamp. It is
like a building erected on piles. The piles are driven down from above into the
swamp, but not down to any natural or given base; and when we cease our attempts to
drive our piles into a deeper layer, it is not because we have reached bedrock. We
simply pause when we are satisfied that they are firm enough to carry the structure, at
least for the time being. Or perhaps we do something else more pressing. Under
some piles there is no rock. Also some rock does not hold.
Different parties (management, engineering, marketing, sales, etc.) are responsible
for constructing, evolving, justifying and maintaining documentation, use cases, and
code for large, human-interaction, Organizational Computing systems. In specific
cases any one consideration can trump the others. Sometimes debates over
inconsistencies among the parts can become quite heated, e.g., among engineering,
marketing, and sales. In large Organizational Computing systems, policies,
practices, and norms all co-evolve to eliminate old inconsistencies and produce
systems with new inconsistencies. However, no one knows what they are or where
they are located!
Furthermore there is no evident way to divide up the code, documentation, and use
cases into meaningful, consistent microtheories for human-computer interaction.
Organizations such as Microsoft, the US government, and IBM have tens of
thousands of employees pouring over hundreds of millions of lines of documentation,
code, and use cases attempting to cope with their Organizational Computing Systems.
In the course of time almost all of this code will interoperate using Web Services. A
large Organizational Computing system is never done [Rosenberg 2007].
The thinking in almost all scientific and engineering work has been that models
(also called theories or microtheories) should be internally consistent, although they
could be inconsistent with each other.

Limitations of Classical Logic for Inconsistent Information
As mentioned above, a limitation of classical logic for inconsistent theories is that it
supports the principle that from an inconsistency anything can be inferred, e.g. “The
moon is made of green cheese.” This principle will be called IGOR for Inconsistency
in Garbage Out Redux. IGOR can be formalized as follows:2 Φ, ¬Φ ├ Ψ
The IGOR principle of classical logic may not seem very intuitive! So why is it
included in classical logic?
The IGOR principle is readily derived from the following principles of classical logic:
 Full indirect inference: (├ ,  )  (├ ) which can be justified in
classical logic on the grounds that if Ψ infers a contradiction in a consistent
theory then Ψ must be false. In an inconsistent theory, full indirect inference
leads to explosion by the following derivation in classical logic:
Φ,¬Φ ├ (¬Ψ ├ Φ,¬Φ) ├ (¬ ¬Ψ) ├ Ψ
2 Using the symbol ├ to mean “infers in a theory T” and  to mean mathematical logical
T
implication.
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 Disjunction introduction: (Ψ ├ (ΨΦ)) which in classical logic would say that if
Ψ is true then (ΨΦ)) is true regardless of whether Φ is true. In an inconsistent
theory, disjunction introduction leads to explosion via the following derivation
in classical logic:
Φ,¬Φ ├ (ΦΨ),¬Φ ├ Ψ

Direct Logic

Direct Logic3 is a powerful inference system for large-scale Organizational
Computing with the following goals [Hewitt 2006a 2007a]:4
 Provide a paraconsistent unstratified reflective mathematical foundation for
inference and reflection in large-scale Organizational Computing. Unstratified
inference and reflection means that Direct Logic is its own metatheory.
Paraconsistent means that a single inconsistency in a theory does not infer
everything.
 Formalize a notion of “direct” inference for paraconsistent theories.
 Support all “natural” deductive inference in paraconsistent theories that does
not blow up in the face of an inconsistency.
 Provide increased safety in reasoning about large-scale Organizational
Computing using paraconsistent theories.
Multiple ORGs can make use of Direct Logic is a distributed decentralized fashion
using a network of multiple paraconsistent theories. There is no requirement for an
ORG to maintain a unified coherent mental state (as in Mental Agents [Hewitt
2007b]).
Reification in Organizational Computing
Every sentence  has reification that is given by SentencesXML. Similarly
every Sentences has an anti-reification that is the sentence given by . The
following holds

Reification and anti-reification are needed for large Organizational
Computing systems so that that practices, policies, and norms can mutually
speak about what has been said and its meaning.
The practices, policies, and norms are becoming increasingly mutually reflective in
that they refer to and make use of each other. E.g.,
 Practices can be inferred by specialization of policies and can be dynamically
checked against policies. Also practices can be dynamically searched for and
invoked on the basis of policies.
 Policies can be checked against each other and against practices using model
checking.

3
4

Direct Logic is distinct from the Direct Predicate Calculus [Ketonen and Weyhrauch 1984].
How these goals are realized is described in the appeendix to this paper.
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Norms can be generated by inference from policies and proposed by
generalization from practices.

Principle. Reflection preserves equivalence.
(  )  (        )
The big issue for reification is as follows:5

When is it the case that    is equivalent to ?
Fixed Point Theorem
Theorem [after Carnap 1934 pg 91]6:
Let f(SentencesSentences)
├ ( Fix(f)  f (Fix(f)) )
where Fix(f) ≡ Θ (Θ)
where Θ ≡ λ(P) f ( P (P))
Proof
Fix(f)  Θ(Θ)
 λ(P) f ( P(P)) (Θ)
 f ( Θ(Θ))
 f (Fix(f))
The Liar Paradox
The Liar Paradox goes back at least as far as the Greek philosopher Eubulides of
Miletus who lived in the fourth century BC. It could be put as follows:
LiarStatement is defined to be: “The negation of LiarStatement holds.”
From its definition, LiarStatement holds if and only if it doesn’t!
The argument can be formalized using the fixed point theorem and the diagonal
argument [Cantor 1890, Zermelo 1908] in the following way:

LiarStatement ≡ Fix(Diagonal)
where Diagonal ≡ λ()   

The Liar Paradox can be stated as follows:7 LiarStatement   LiarStatement

Argument for the Liar Paradox8

LiarStatement  Fix(Diagonal)
 Diagonal (Fix(Diagonal))
; by the fixed point theorem
 λ()    (Fix(Diagonal))
    Fix(Diagonal)  
    LiarStatement  
  LiarStatement
; this step is not valid in Direct Logic

5

As explained in the sections, below reflection can introduce spurious inconsistencies unless it
is handled carefully.
6 Credited in Kurt Gödel, Collected Works vol. I, p. 363, ftn. 23.
7 As explained below, the Liar Paradox does not hold in Direct Logic.
8
As explained below, this argument is not valid in Direct Logic.
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Disadvantages of stratified reflection
To avoid inconsistencies in mathematics (e.g., Liar Paradox, Russell’s Paradox,
Curry’s Paradox, etc.), some restrictions are needed around self-reference. The
question is how to do it [Feferman 1984, Restall 2006].
The approach which is currently standard in mathematics is the Tarskian
framework of stratifying theories into a hierarchy of metatheories in which the
semantics of each theory is formalized in its metatheory [Tarski 1933].
According to Feferman [1984]:
“…natural language abounds with directly or indirectly self-referential yet
apparently harmless expressions—all of which are excluded from the Tarskian
framework.”
Large Organizational Computing systems likewise abound with directly or
indirectly self-referential statements in reasoning about their use cases,
documentation, and code that are excluded by the Tarskian framework. Consequently
the Tarskian framework is not very suitable for Organizational Computing.
Logical Reflection Principle for Organizational Computing
The Logical Reflection Principle for Direct Logic is that for each Sentences:
├ (AdmissiblesT  (      T  ))
Of course, the above criterion begs the questions of which sentences are
Admissible in T! A proposed answer is provided by the following:
Criterion of Admissibility: A sentence is Admissible for T if and only if
() T ├ T 

The ultimate suitability of the Admissibility Criterion for large
Organizational Computing systems remains to be determined.
The argument of the Liar Paradox is not valid for paraconsistent theories in Direct
Logic.
The argument of the Liar Paradox is not valid in Direct Logic because:
├  LiarStatementAdmissibles
and consequently the Logical Reflection Principle of Direct Logic does not apply to
 LiarStatement.9

Conclusion
This paper introduces Organizational Computing and ORGs (Organizations of
Restricted Generality) and describes the principles and practices by which they
operate. It develops the thesis that inconsistency is the norm for large-scale
Organizational Computing. The limitations of classical logical reasoning for
inconsistent information are explained. A powerful inference system called Direct
9 Likewise Russell’s Paradox and Curry’s Paradox are not valid for paraconsistent theories in
Direct Logic.
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Logic is introduced that provides inference capabilities needed for large-scale
Organizational Computing including unstratified paraconsistency and reflection.
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Appendix. Principles of Direct Logic
This appendix discusses fundamental principles of Direct Logic focusing on inference
in a theory T (├ T ) where T may possibly be inconsistent. All of the principles below
concerning ├ T apply equally well to the overreaching classical inference relationship
for the classical fragment of Direct Logic (├ ) Consequently, inference in Direct
Logic is unstratified and Direct Logic is its own metatheory.

Direct Principles
Direct principles that connect sentences together by direct reasoning are as follows:
Reiteration: ├ (├ T )

; a sentence infers itself

Exchange: ├ (,├ T ,)
; the order in which sentences are written does not matter
Residuation: ├ ((,├

T

)  (├ T (├ T )))
; hypotheses may be introduced and discharged

Monotonicity: ├ ((├ T )  (,  ├ T ))
; an inference remains correct if a new hypothesis is added
Dropping: ├ ((├ T ,)  (├ T ))
; an inference remains correct if extra conclusions are dropped
Contraction: ├ ((├ T (├ T ))  (├ T ))
; an inference remains correct if the same hypothesis is dropped or added

Combination Principles
The following combination principles concern combining different inferences
together:
Independent inference:
├ ((├ T )  (├ T ))  (├ T ,)) ; inferences can be combined
Transitivity:
├ (((├ T )  (├ T ))  (├ T ))

; inference is transitive

Theory Principles

The paraconsistent theory principles are as follows:
Faithfulness: ├ ((├ T ├ T )  (├ T ))
Adequacy: ├ ((├ T )  (├ T ├ T ))
Detachment: ├ ((├ T , ├ T )  ├ T )
Soundness:├ ((├ T )  ((├ T )  ├ T ))
Inferences have proofs:├ ((├ T )  ├ T (├ T ))
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Logical Connectives , , and 
The logical connectives T, T, and T are defined in terms of ├ T and  as follows10.
Definition of T
The “definition” of conjunction in theory T (T) is
(( T )├ T )  (,├ T )
(├ T ( T ))  (├ T ,)

Definition of T

The definition of disjunction in theory T (T) is
 T   ((()├ T )  (()├ T )))
Note that the semantics of T is inferential as opposed to truth functional.
Theorem. (├ T , )  ├ T ( T )
The Principle of Disjunctive Cases is as follows:
├ ((( T )  (├ T )  (├ T ))  (├ T ))

Definition of T

The definition of implication in theory T (T) is
T   (├ T )  (├ T )
Note that the semantics of T is inferential as opposed to truth functional.
Theorem (Transitivity of T):├ (((T )  (T ) )  (T ))

Double Negation Elimination

The Principle of Double Negation Elimination is as follows:
├├ T (   )

Theorem: ├├ T ( T )
Theorem: ├├ T (( T )  ( T )  ( T ))
Theorem: Residuation for Implication
├ ((,├ T )  ( T ( T )))

Equivalences for T, T andT

The usual equivalences hold for conjunction and disjunction:
( T )  
( T )  (T )
(T ( T ))  (( T ) T )
( T (T ))  (( T ) T (T ))
 ( T )   T  
( T )  
(T )  (T )
(T (T ))  ((T ) T )
(T (T ))  ((T ) T (T ))
 ( T )   T  
10

In these definitions,  is used as a symbol for metalinguistic equivalence.
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(T )  ( T )  (T ))
((T )T )  (T (T ))
((T (T ))  ((T ) T ((T ))

Indirect inference

A major motivation for maintaining the consistency of mathematics is to allow Full
Indirect Inference for the mathematical fragment of Direct Logic
(├ ,  )  ├ 
Full Indirect Inference can be very inconvenient to do without in mathematical
argument. For example the proof of the incompleteness of paraconsistent theories in
this paper makes use of Full Indirect Inference.
Direct Logic supports direct versions of indirect inference for paraconsistent
theories as follows
 Direct Indirect Inference:
├ ((├ T )  (├ T )) which states that a sentence can be disproved by
showing that it infers its own negation.
 Right Meta Direct Indirect Inference:
├ ((├ T (├ T ))  ├ T ) which states that a sentence can be
disproved by showing that it infers a proof of its own negation.
 Left Meta Direct Indirect Inference:
├ (((├ T )├ T ))  ├ T ) which states that provability of a sentence
can be disproved by showing that its provability infers its own negation.
Nontriviality principles for paraconsistent theories
Direct Logic supports the following nontriviality11 principles for paraconsistent
theories:


Direct Nontriviality:├ (( ) ├ T  ├ T ) which states that if the
negation of a sentence holds, then it cannot be proved



Meta Nontriviality:├ ((├ T  ) ├ T  ├ T ) which states that if the
negation of sentence can be proved, then it cannot be proved.

Incompleteness of Paraconsistent Theories
Incompleteness of a theory T (denoted by Incomplete[ T ]) is defined to mean that
there is some sentence such that it cannot be proved and neither can its negation. It
can be formally defined as follows:

Sentences ((├ T  )  (├ T   ))

11

By definition a theory T is nontrivial if and only if there is a formula  such that  ├ T .
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Paraconsistent Incompleteness Theorem
Theorem: A paraconsistent theory is incomplete, i.e.,
├TTheories Incomplete[ T ]
Furthermore
ParadoxT ≡ Fix(Diagonal)
where Diagonal ≡ λ() ├ T  
It is sufficient to prove the following:
1.

├ ├ T ParadoxT

2.
├ ├ T  ParadoxT
Proof. See [Hewitt 2007a].
Nested Meta Self Implication for Paraconsistent Theories
Nested Meta Self Implied sentences are those for which it is provable that they are
implied by their proof.
Definition. NestedMetaSelfImplicationsT ≡ { | ├ T ((├ T  ) T  ))}
Theorem (After Löb [1955]):
If  is Admissible and Nested Meta Self Implied for T, then├ T 
Proof. See [Hewitt 2007a].
Lemma. ├ ParadoxTAdmissiblesT
Corollary. ├ ParadoxTNestedMetaSelfImplicationsT , i.e.
├  ├ T ((├ T ParadoxT) T ParadoxT)
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